
Colored hill-shading view of terrain illuminated by colored lights, located 
in three different directions. 
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Shaded overlays for maps give the user nn immediate nppreeiation for the surface topography 
si nce thcy appcal to nn irn[)Orlam visual depth cue. A brief review of the history of mnnual 
methods is followed by a discussion of n numher of methods that have been proposed for the 
automatic gencMion of shaded overlays. Thcse techniques :lfC compared lIsing the reflectance 
map as a common representation for the dependence of tone Of gray level on the orientation of 
surface elemenlS. 

INTRODUC nON 

Of the several ways of depicting surface form on maps, hill-shading has the most immediate 
appeal and provides fo r quick comprchell~ion of the topography. In this sense, hilhhading is 
complementary to the use of contours, which provide accur:lte terrain elevations but require 
careful scrutiny if one ;s to tlSCt!rtain the surface fonn. Shaded maps 3re most important when the 
ir:t~rpretcr's time is limitcd, os in :lvi:llion, for users that are roat trained cartographers, and for 
small sca le maps, where contours degenerate into messy tangles of lines. 

Why then do we not sec more sha.ded maps? One rea<;Qn is the expense of present manual 
methods of production, which require ski lled artists with good insight into c3rtogra.phy. Working 
from existiag contour maps, ridge :llld stream lines extracted from such maps, and al times nided 
also by aerial photography, they wield nirbrushes, in what ;s a slow, tedious, and imprecise 
operation. Different individuals called upon to create such images by manual methods will 
inevitably produce different results'because of the inherent subjective judgement TIle resulting 
differences in expression of the terrain characteristics of the same surface al the same scale provide 
a particular problem for a map series, where 3djoining sheets should match in tenns of hill-shading 
symbology. This justifies investigation of an objective system which makes the treatment or all 

terrain fonns comparable and repeatable. 
Attempts at automation began with the nolion that the gray levels used in the shading should 

derive from n model of how light mighT be reflected from a su rface. 19noring shadowing and 

mutual illumination effects, it seems clear that the reflected intensi ty will be a fu nction of the local 
surface inclination. TI,e choice of a method for c3lculating the gmy tene based on the orientation 
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of each surface element has however been the subject of occasionally bitter controversy for almost 
two centuries. Much o f the difficulty stems from a lack of a common representation that wou ld 

allow comparison of methods which appear at first glance to be incomparable. 
The rccenUy developed refl ectance map constitutes such a common denominator. It is a 

simple device developed originall y for work in machine vision where one is interested in 
calculating surface shape from the gray levels in an image. This is clearly just the in verse of the 
problem of producing shaded pictures from :I surface model. The reflecL,nce mllp is a plot of 
apparent brightness versus two variables, namely the slope of the surface element in !.he 
west- to-east direction and the slope in the south-Io-north direction. Producing a shaded overlay 
for a map then is simply a matter of calculating these two slopes for each su rface element and 
looking up the appropriate gray level in the reflectance map (see Fig. 1). This is a very simple, 

local computation that C'dn be carried out emciently even o n enomlOUS databases. The resulting 
gray levels can then be fed to a grnphic output device that will p roduce a continuous tone or 
halftone photographic transparency from the given stream of numbers. 

What reflectance map is to be used? Careful comparison of more than a dOlen proposed 
sh3ding methods shows that some of the simplest provide a good impression of the shape of the 
surface. These experiments also show that the most commonly used assumptions about surface 
rcflOClance do not lead to the best results, while simple monoton ic functions of the su rface slope in 
the d irection away from the assu med light sourcc work admirably. What mauers is the visual 
im pression. not theoretical niles l1t One goal of this paper is a review of various hillshading 
methods that have been p roposed in the past. Much can be learned from these efTons when they 
are eva luated in terms of the corresponding reflechlncc' maps. 
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Figure 1: Block diAgram of a system for the generat ion of relief shading. The gray-value is 
calculated by applying the reflcctancc map to the gradient estimate obt.1ined by 

sampling neighboring points in the digital terrain model. 

EARLY HISTORY OF HILL-SHADING 

Chiaroscu ro. the technique o f Ilsing light and shade in pictorial representation of three 
dimensional shapes, has been used by art ists for many centu ries. Leonardo da Vinci put it to good 

effect in his mops of Toscana. drown in 1502 and 1503. that contained oblique shaded views of 
relief forms illuminated from lhe left [1]. Woodcuts of the area around Zurich in Switzerland 
drawn half a century later by Murer use shaded sidcviews as well. Overhead views using relief 
shading appear for the first time in maps of the same area drawn a century after that by Gygers. 
but these then gave way to less desirable forms [1]. 
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The choice of the representation for relief ronns depend to a great extent on the available 

reproduction tech nology. Woodcuts and engraving methods lend themselves to linear fo nns, 
where brightness of an area in the reproduction is controlled by the spacing Wld width of darkened 

lines. Useful direction::ll. textural effects can be generated by orienting these line fmgmcnts, or 

hachures (SchrnlTuren). along lin es of steepest descent. Crowding of such lines in steep areas may 
have given rise to notions of "Sleeper implies darker". 

Leh mann proposed me first rigorous reimionships 121.13] between surf3ce slopes and 
quantities measumbk on the printed map. In 1799, when his method (BoschungsschrafTen) was 

published nnon}ll1ousl}, the techniques for measuring the surface accurately at a I<lrgc enough 
num ber of points did not e:<ist. Results of this firsl method of illustnlti ng sh<lpe are in some ways 

analogolls 10 tllOSC on..: might obtain by i11umin:.ting a mod':! of the surf<lce from above, an 
arrangement thm gives risc to images that arc difficult to interp rct. 

Pliftly as a result of this, an altcrnate form (Sch attenschrnITcn) evolved 141 - 161. in whieh the 
line thickness is varied according 10 the orientmiun of the loctll SlIrf:]Ce patch with respeCl tQ a light 
SOUfce. usuall y assumed tu be ncar the top left of tile map when it is oriented properly fOf viewing. 
For Illnps with nOl1h m the 10 1' this corresponds to north-west. Surf;'c!.' pat('he.s sloping downward 
in th:ll dirt'ction are portr:l) ed ..... ith <I light tone. wh ile those sloping up\\ard in th;lt dircction gel a 
dark tone. Since nat nrclIs have no lint'S of dl..'SCcnl, Ihey n:mnin white. Aside from th is dcn.:ct. this 
method produces an image similar 10 one obtai ned by obliqu.:!y illuminating a dilTusdy rcnl..'Cting 
model of the surface. Havi ng flal areas appear white makes maps prodllccd by this method a lillie 
difficult to interprct. 111ey :'Ire ne\'en he IK~ sil pcrior to {hoS£' madc l>}' the (!;.Irlicr 11Iet hod, as 
ev idenced for cxampk b}' the "Dufourbrti:" of Swilh'rl:lIld mnde uetween 1842 Hnd Ig64 using 
this nppro:lch 11]. 1111'S(! met hod). for portraying SUfface shnpe preceded the widespread usc of 
ClJlltoll1'S 17], in part b<':c:lusl.! the latt..::r require detnilecl surl':lee measurements thut were not 
:Ivaibbl..: before tllC ndvCllt of pholOgmmmetry. 

While lithography was invcnted by Aluis Senefc1der in 1796. it f\lund link application in 
cal10graphy unti l UHlllild 1850. II p<.:rmillcd thl' production of lIIulticolored maps. bUI more 
import;l11tly. led to the usc of h;ilftonc:s. (k stined to ultilllatc1}, r~place lin \!S as a means of 
modulating the average reflecta nce in the printed nl<lP, W, H, Fox T<llbot in\cnted a 

Ilhotnml..'Ch'l11icnl h<i lfton..: proCt'S.s In 1851. but C(l '1111lCl'ical Slll"C('SS (ame only y..:ars aft er the 
ratcnting of the halftonc screen by Fredl'ric\.: von FglofTstein in 1865, and th,! crossline screen of 
Willi,lnl A. Leggo il11869, 

H:lVing access to lh..:se ncw reproduction schemes, Wicchcl [8] developed shnding methods 
(Schriiglichtsci)lIl11Jllefll11g) to repluce the usc of hachurC's as described ;lbove. His rund .. l111ental 
paper, b[lsl.'d ill p:lrI on work by BunneMer [9] on shud..:d pictun.!s of regular surf:lCCS, placed the 
field of hili-shading on a SOllnd fou ndation. Wicchrd discol'creolhe crror regarding nat surfaces, 
fo r example, and devclop..:d .. graphic method for detcrmining the gray v<Jluc from CQ1lIour 
interval and direction. Unfort t11WIClr. the means for comrolkd generalion of halftonl"S as a 
fundion of su rf;lcc orienUllion did not then ex ist and his wor~ was ignored f0f a long time. 
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I-IILL-SIIADING IN Tl-IIS CENT URY 

Two methods based on lines, this time contours instead of lines of steepest descent. were 
explored by Kitir6 Tanaka in the 1930's. His first method used the lines of intersection o f the 
terrain sllrfilce with unifonnl y spaced, pnral1cl. inclinec planes [101.[111. Tanaka's initiative gave 
rise to considerabk discussion [12J-[19], partl y in the fonn of nn acrimonious debate [20]- (23). 
His other method was based on ponrayal ora terraced model orme terrain (241- (261. an approach 
that had been used previously, ullguidcd by his careful analysis (27)- [29J. While line-based 
methods give rise to beautiful, easy to interpret m:lps, they cannot show me fine detail of surface 

lopogmphy possible with halfiones and must be based on smoothed, generalized infonnation such 

as COntour.;. These lines also tend to interfere with others used to portray planimetric information. 
A shaded overlay can also he produced by pholOgmphing an appropriately illuminated scaled 

model of the surf1lce, If this modd has 11 maLIC or din"use!y reflecting surface. a map overlay of 
high quality will fCSult provided attention is p"id to the projection geometry. While this was an 
approach t.:lken cnr!), 011 [27]. it renlly only became pmclic.'l.l in the 1950's with the introduction of 
milling machincs thm allow an opemtor to COfVe a model by tracing contours on nn existing map 
[30) - [37]. This is still an expcnsive, slow pron'SS howe\"er. in part Uccausc of the manual work. 
required to smooth out the fCSulti ng "terraced" model. 

111e Swiss school of eartogmphy improved on earlier fonns 128]- [30).[38),139) and developed 
shading to a fine nrt, prodllcing numerous outswnding maps in this time [40] - 148). Imhof argues 
th.1I automated methods. such as relief model photography, cnnnot produce r("Su lts nearly as 
impressive. since the car10grapher cannot easily influence the process [1]. 111e manual shading 
method is however slow and expensive. and consequently has not been used except for small areas 
and those of particular inlerest or military impoftilnce. One cannot expect, wilh significant flreas 
of the world still not mapped at large scales. 3nd the rising cost of labor, that shaded overl3Ys 
produced this W;l) will be used in many maps. 

Yoeli (491 - ]57] saw thl! pOll!nti:t1 of me di~ital computer in dealing with this dikmma. It is 
possible to implement Wiechel"s method based on ob lique iHumimltiun of ~ dilTuscly renccting 
surfllce if termin clc\'~tions ClIl1 be read into a computer and sui tnbJr. CO ntil1UOUS tone ou tput 
dcvices are 11\"ail:lbk. Yoeli was hampered by tht: lack of such d('\'iccs at that lime. B1:lchut and 
Marsik tried to simplify the required calculations to the point where a computer might not even be 
rt:quired 158U59j. Peucker helped populari7.e the whole idea of computer-based canography 
119].[60]- [62J, :lnd found a piecewise line~r approximation to the eq uation for the brightness of a 
di lTuse rencclOr lhilt works we1116 1j. Many other interesting rcpOrL~ appeared during this time on 
the subjct:t of hill-shading. too numerous 10 mention individually [6])- (70). 

Brasscl 171) - (74] took Imhors admonitions serious)}' and tried to im plement as much as had 
been fonnalized of the "Swiss manner", With the output devices available to him at that time it 
IV:lS not easy lojudge whether the added complex ity was worth the elTort. All of these computer 
baSl!d methods require detailed digital terrain models. The storage capacity and tech niques for 
handling this kind of infonn:nion now exist 1]2).[751- 181). as do the phoLOgntphic output devices 
needed. There has been signilic.1nt progress. too. in the au tomatic generation of digital terrain 
models directly from aerial photographs 181) - (87]. panly as a byproduct of .... ork on orthophoto 
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generation 188J-(91]. More compact and appropriate representations for these terrain models are 

under illvesligmion [92]- [95J. as are alternate methods for relief protrnyal such as block diagrams 

1961-11021· 
Considemble progress has been made recently in the computer graphics area in the ponrayal 

of regular objects with simple surf<H:es [lOJ1 - {1l6]. Early models for the reflection of light from 

malte surfaces [117] - [120J nre being ~aboraled, including some for the material on the lunar 

surface [121 J- 130]. In this context, work on models of the microstructure of surfaces is relevant 

(131J-[136J. tn a recent elTon in U1C ffi<lchinc vision area. a method was developed for portraying 

the dependence of brightness on surface orielll<ltion \Ising the so-called reflectance milD 

[137] - [141]. The reflccL1nce map can be determined if the detailed geometric dependence of 

renection from the sllrfilcc [142],[14]] and tllC distribution o f light sources arc known. 

Alternatively, it cnn be fOllnd cmpiric::llly, or derived directly by analYling the internction of light 

rays with the surface microstructure. 

As a result of the development of the reflectance milp, the avnilabil ity of detailed digital 

termin dnl3, sm all computers able to perform the simple calculations required. and geomet ric311y 

3ccuHlte gray-level output devices. we may say \hilt nulOmatic hill-si1ilding hns come of age. 

DIGITAL TEIWAI N MOD ELS 

For many applications of c::mogmphic data it is uscful to have machine-readable surface 

representations. Such termin models arc used for exam ple in the design of rands nnd in order to 
determine the region irradhlted by a radio frequency antenna. Illitblly. digital1C:rrain models were 

generated manually by interpolation from ex isting contour m3ps. This is a tedious. error-prone 

process producing a digitized version of the surface represented by the coniours. which in turn is a 

smoothed. generalized version of (h..: fenl su rfnee. 

'lllC contour in fortlwtion on topogmpil ic mal's is produced by llKlnunl scann ing of stereo pnirs 

of nerial photogral)hs. Today, fortunately. stereo-comparators often come eq uipped with 

coordinate readoulS that allow the e.~traction of infonnntilln needed fur the g..:ncratioll of digital 

terrain ll1od('l" 11441. Conveniently taken during Ofthophoto ~encration ISgl '- 191]. the dntn lends 
to be accumte and detailed. Even more e;o;citing is tlle rrospect for machines that achkve stereo 

fusion whhOlll human help [81] -[87]. sin~c tllt!y will lead to the automatic I)roduction of digital 

terrain models. In the past such machines hud dirficulties dealing with uniform surfaces such as 

lakes, feature less surfaces. largc slopes, and depth discontinuities. as well as broken surfaces, such 

as forest canopies. This is app3rently still true when uerial photographs are used with disparities 
large enough to ensure high accuracy. 

V3rious rcpresentations can be chosen for the surface elevation informat.ion. Series 

cxpansion. 3 weighted sum of mathematical functions such as polynomials. Gaussian hills or 

periodic functions may be used. These tend to be expensive to evnluate however and not accurate 

in approximating Sllrfaces that have slope discontinuities. This is important for many types of 

terrain, at 311 but the largest scales. Perhaps the simptes~ surface representation is tm array of 

elevations, {zIjJ. based on a fixed grid, usualJy square. Detennining the height at a particular 

point is simple and the interchange of terrain models between users is e<lsy since the fonnat is so 
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trivial. O ne dis.1dvantuge o f th is kind of surface representation is the high redundancy in areas 

where the su rf<lcl! is re lntively smooth. The illustrations in this paper arc b<lsed all digital terrain 

models consisting of 3rmys o f elevation values. 

Methods that ach ieve considanhlc dilta com lHcssion by covering the su rface with panels 

stretched between speciully chosen points have been dl.!vciopcd [92]- (95]. These exploit lhe fuet 

th:ll real geogmph ical surfocC$ are not arbitrary sets of elevations but have defin ite structure and 

rcgulnrity. Such rcpn:scmalions may ulli11l:lId~' replnec the simpk r. more voluminolls ones, if 
users C:ln be persuaded to (lceepi the greater progrnmm ing complexities involved. 

Digital terrain models may :lIsa be refe rred to as digital elel'Olioll models if they contain no 

infonnation other than the clevmion values. 

T i lE REFLEcrANCE MAP 

11le human visual system has a remarkable abili ty to del erm in e th..: distance 10 objects viewed, 

as well "s their sh<'lpe, using n vnriety of depth cues. One such cue is shading, the depe ndence of 

apparent brightm.'SS of n surfnce clement on its orientnlion with respecl to the light sou rce(s) and 

the vkwer. Withoul this particular depth cue we would be h~rd pressed to inl erpret pictu res of 

smooth. opaq ue objects such ns people. sinee other Cll1 .. 'S like sten"<J d isparity and 1110tion pnral1ax 

arc absent in a (hit. still photograph. It cnn be shown thnt sh<'lding contains enough infol"m:ltion to 

allow the obscn'er to rcco\'cr the shitpe. In fact. a computer program has been developed that can 

do this I!sing a si ngle uigit il.ed inwgc (137). 

Such work in the (IrC:l Clfm[1chine vision hns led to a nc..:d to model the imagc'furming process 

mo rc cardully 11381. '111e input tu the visua l sensing system is 1rwlg,e irrudial1ce, which is 

propo lliUlwltu scene radiunce (here loosely called upp:u'ent brighll1l'ss) [1 401. Scene r:.dianee in 
turn can be related to the undcrlyi ng geomet ric dependcllcc of renectnllce of thc surface material 

and the distribution of light liOUfCl'S 11 42]./143). Hcn: we concentrate on the dependence of sccne 

rndbnce on th l! orient:l1ion of the sur face ckmcnt. Shaded o~crlays for 1l1:1pS arc interpreted by 

the viewer using Ihe s.1me ml'chan ism nonn al1}' employed to determine thc shape of 
tll rco;!-dinll:nsiOl1 l1l SU I ilJl;l.:s frum the sh .. dinl; found in their images. 'n lllS shaded oyerlays should 

be produced in a W:ly thm emu lntes the image-funning proo:ss. one in wh ich brighlnt.'SS depends 

on surfacc oriem:u ion. This is ..... hy the rcncct:lncc mup. which captures Ihis dependence, is useful 

in this endeavor. 
Consider a surface z (.¥. y) viewed from a great dist:lnce above (sec Fig. 2). Let the x·axis 

point to the east. lhe y-ax is north and the z'uxis straigh t up. 'lnc orientation ofa SlIr!;,ce clement 

ean be speciliet.! sim ply by giving its slope p in the x (west·to·east) direction and its slope q in the y 

(south· to· no nh) direction. The slopes p and q :arc the components of the gmdient vcctor, (p, q). 
TIle apparent brilifltncss o f a Surh,CC element R(p. q) depends on its orientation, or equivalently, 

the local gradient. It is CQ11I'eniel1\ to illustrate this dependence b )' plotting contours of constan t 

apparent briglnlless on::t graph .... 'ith axes p ::tnd fl. Th is renect.mce map (138) provides a grophic 

il1ustmtion of the dependence of app::trent brightness on slITfnce orientation. The pq-p lane. in 

which the reflectance map is drawn, is called the gradient space, because each point in it 

corrt'sponds to a p<'l lticular gmdient. 
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z 
y (North) 

x (East) 
Figure 2: Coordi n:ltc system and viewi ng geometry. The viewer is tlCllI<l lly at a great distance 

above the terrain so that the pro~ction is orthogrilphic. 

Surface orientation has two degrees of freedom. We have chosen here to speci fy the 
orientation of a surface dement by the two components of the grau ient. Another useful Wlly of 

specifying surface oricntmion is to find the intersection orthe surface normal with lhe unit sphere. 
F ... 1Ch poin t on the surface of this G:lussian sphere again corresponds uniquely to a pOlticular 
su rfflce ori~lllation . I r the terrain is single-v:llucd. with no Qvcrhnngs. al l SUl'f(lcC normals will point 
morc or less upwards find pierce tJle Gaussian sphere in a hemisphere lying above an equator 
corresponding to the horizontal phmc. Gradient spncc happens \0 be the projection of this 
hemisphere from the renter of the spherc onto a plane Hlngentllt thc upper pole. 

While we will not usc this reprcscntation in the calculation of relief shndi ng. it is helpful in 
understanding previolls attempts at grnphknl portrayal of the dependence of apparent brightness 
on surrace orientation. The first stich method was developed by Wiechcl more Ulan a centllry ago 
(8J. His brilliant analYSis appears to have been l<lrgely ignored p<lrtly bccause it depended on 
mathemntical manipUlations that may have becn inaccl'ssible to ma ny ofthc intended users. Later, 
K iliro Tannka invented Mother method showing the varhltion of apparen t brightness with surface 
gradicnI (IOJ.(I1].124].125]. -rlJis second precursor of Ule rcneclance mar also arpcars to have 
round little following. 
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I'OSIT ION DEPENDENT EFFECfS 

Since the rcnL'Clance map gives :tpparcnt brightness as :l function of locnl surface gradient 

ani), it docs not wkc into aCcount cfTl.'ets dependent on the POSilioll of the surf<lce clement. O ne 

)'lIch effect is iiluminlliion of aile surface clement by another. Fortunately this mutu:l1 illumination 
em:ct is small unless su rface renect.'1ncc is quite high (138). It is not known whether mutual 
illwn inmion eITL'Cts aid or hinder the perception of surface shape. They arc difficult 10 calculate 
:lnd so have not been emulated in ", ork on hill-sh:lding. 

Another position dependent effect on apparent brightness is the blacking of light by one 

portion of the su rfllcc before it rcaehl'S anOlher. C:m shadows can be calculated by dctennining 

which surf:!cc ekments arc not visible from the point of view of the light source IU9]. Shadows 

C:lst by onc complicated shape on another are hard to interpret however and apparently detract 

from the visua l quality of shudcd ove rlays [1].135].[36]. They aTe thus rnrcly included. 

Scattering of light by air molecules and aerosol panicles changes tl1e "ppurent brightness of a 

surface element viewed through the atmosphere. The brightness is shilied tOwards a background 

value equal to the briglllness of an infinitely thiek layer of air. The diffi!rence between the 

brightness and the background value decreases with the thickness of 1he gaseous layer through 

which the surface is viewed 1145]. The resulting reduction in contmst as a function of distance is 

referred to as aerial perspective and can be a useful depth cue. ulthough there is no general 

agreement that it aids the perception of surface shape. It has been used at times by map-makers 

and c.1n be modeled easily [1]./71],/73]./14]. The effecl has not been added to any of the 

hill-shading schemes presented here in order to simplify com parisons. 

WI limE 00 I~EfLECTANCE MAPS COME FROM? 

A rcOccwncc map may be based on experimental data. One can mount a 5.1m ple of the 

su rface in question on a goniometer stage and measure its apparent brightness from a fixed 

viewpoint Linder fi xed lighting conditions wh ile varying its orientation. Instead, one can lake a 

pictu re of a test obj!,.'Ct of know n shape and calculate the orientation of the corresponding surface 

clement ror ench point in the image. The rencctance map is then obtained by reading off the 

mC(lsured brightness there. 

Altcr03livcly, one may usc evcn more detai led information ubout light rencction from the 

surfuce. 111C bidircction:ll renectnnce distribution function (BRDI-l describes how bright a surface 

will appear viewed from onc specified dircction when i11uminntcd rrom another specified direction 

[142 j,[ 143]. By il1legrating over the given light source distribution one call c(l1culate the reflectance 

mnp from this information [140]. Crudely speaking, the reflectance mnp is like a "convolution" of 

Ihe BRDF and the source-radiance distribution. 

Mosl commonly, reflectance maps are bnsed on phenomenologic.11 models, rather than 

physil'al reatity. 'flle so "11100 Lam bcn ian slIrf:lce, or perfect diffuser, for examplc, has the 

properly that it appears equally bright from all viewing directions. It also rencclS all light. 

absorbing nonc. It turns out that these two constrai nts arc sufficient 10 dctennine uniquely the 

BRDF of such a surface. and from it the reflectance map, provided UIC positions o f the light 



sources are :llso given. Some reflectance maps are based on mathemntical models o f the 
interaction of light with the surface. Such models tend to be either too complex to allow analytic 
solution or tOO si mple to represent rcal surfaces effectively. Nevertheless some ha\'e come quite 
close \lJ pro.:dicu ng the ubsefvcd behavior of purtieu lar surfttces (134]- (1 36). 

Here, new reflectance maps wi ll be determined, based on proposed methods for producing 
sh::ldcd overlays for maps. Their derivation will not depend on an understanding o f the 
image- formation process or the physics of lighl refl ection. Instead, they will require an ::lnalysis of 
how the brightness of a point in the overl::lY depends on the gradient of the underlying 
geograph ical surf;'!ce. 

Wh ich re flect::lI\ce map should be used? The answer 10 this question must depend on the 
quali ty of the impression a viewer gets of the shape of the surf::lCC ponrayed. Various methods fo r 
producing shaded overlays can be com pared by evaluating sample pruducts and classi fied 

according 1O the correspondi ng reflectance maps. II will become apparent that in this way general 
conclusions can be dmwn about a new method just by inspecting its reflectance map. 

NORMALIZATION OF GRA Y TONE 

A picture made by applying varying amounts of lighl absorbing substances, such as ink, to an 
opaque, diffusely reflccting m:lleri:ll li ke paper, has a limited dynamic range. Reflectance is 
limited at the low end by the properties of the ink and at the high end by the paper, which will at 

most ref1ect al l the light incident upon it, un less it fluoresces. The di ITuse reflectance is thus always 

less than or eq unl to one. Similarly, if absorbing subst:ll1ccs arc used on a transparent substrate, a 
limit applies. si nce tr:msparency cannot be larger th:ln onc. 

TIl e problem of fiLtin g a given image imo the [lVni lable dynamic range is fundamental to all 
methods ofrcprod uction. A normalization is applied so thlllthe maximum apparent brightnl'SS to 
be reproduccd is represented by a reflectance o f one (or whate~er the maximum is for Ule paper 

bei ng used). This scali ng will have to be applied whenever relief shading is based on models o f 
image~fonna Lion by light reflected from the terrain su rface. 

GRADIENT ESTIMATION 

The apparent brightness of a su rface eleme nt depends o n its orienlation with respcct to the 
viewer and Ihe light source. TIle orientatio n or the surface element is described rully by a surface 
normal, or equival ently by the gradient. The components of the gradient are the slopes p (in the 
west- to-cast di rection) :lnd q (in the south-la-north direction). These slopes ha~e to be estimated 
from the :lHay of terrain elevations. It is co nvenient to use a short-h:lIId here for elevations in the 
neighborhood of a pal1icular point (see Fig. 3). In the contex t of a single point at discrete 
coordinate (i.j), we will denote the elevatio n at that poinl by zoo' while elevations o r the adjacent 

grid points to the west and east will be called z_o and z+o respcclivt:ly. Sim il:lrly. elevations at the 

points to the south and north will be denoted zo_ and zo+, 
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Z -+ 

Z 
- 0 Zoo 

Figure 3: Short-h3nd nOlation for elevations of neighboring points. 

l llC simpk'Sl t..'Slimnh':s for 11)(" slope p migh t be 

, -, 
~ 09 -0 

P- - Ax (I) 

where I1x is the grid interval in the WCS\-\o-cnst direction, ex pressed in the sa me units as the terrain 

elevations. These estimates arc bi<lscd, actua!1y CSlinlllting thl! slope half a grid interval to the right 

and left of the central point. respecti vely. Their allerage however, the central difference, is 
unbiased, 

Pc ::: 
, - , 

+0 - 0 

2I\x (2) 

Numerical analysis [146J - [1 49] teaches us that for certain classes of surfaces an even better 
estimate is obtained using 11 weighted average of three slich centrol di (ferences, 

(ZH + 21+0 + z+J - (1.+ + 2 z.o + zn) 
Pw = 8.6.x (3) 

Symmetrically, one can estimate the soUlh-to-north slope, 

_ (1-+-+ + 210+ + z ..) - (1+_ + 210_ + Zu) 
qw ~ 8 6.y (4) 

These expressions produce excellent estimates for the componenlS of th e gr:ldicnt of the central 

point. 111e results depend on elevations in a ) X ) neighborhood, with individual devrllion values 

weighted less than thcy arc in the si mpler cxprc..'OSion for thl! central difference. lllis has the 

ndVLll1tagc that local errors in terrain clevotio n tend not 10 cOlllributc as hC:lI'ily to error in slope. 

At Ihe same time. more calcul ations are req ui red and three rows of the digital terrain model have 

to be available at Ollt: time. 

Care has to be tnkcn to avoid corruption of the slope estimates by qlHlnlizalio n noise in the 

elevat ion values. Numerical problems due to the division of smull integers muy result when a 

terrain model is too Jinely i11lerpolmcd. wi th limited vertical resolution. If it is neceSS.1ry to 

gcnemte many pixels in the o utput, it is better to interpolate the gray values produced by the 

shading algorithm. 
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GRADI ENT SMOOTIHNG EFFECTS 

More complicated slope cslim:llors than the oncs described tend \0 imrooucc a smoolhing 
ejJecl, as can be seen by applying them ncaT points of discontinuity in slope. To illustrate this 
more dearly, consider IWO horizontal smoothing operat ions 1-1 + and 11 - thaI modify the terrain 
model ns follows, 

11 +: ood 11 - : (5) 

It ca n now be seen lh:u the central dificrence slOp\! estimate l'c on UJc original terru in model, 

equnls the biased estim:lle p ... , C31cul:lIcd from the terrain modd slllootllcd using H -, or, 

equiyalently. the biased eslimalc p_. calcu lated from the terrain model smoothed using H +. Next 

consider two venicil l smoothing operation V + and V - in which the terrain model is modified as 

follows 

V+ : 
, ._zoo+zp+ 

zoo ·- 2 'nd v- : (6) 

The complic:ltcd slope cstim:ltc Pw can be shown to produce the same result as the first difference 

P+ calcululed from a terrain model smoothed by ,Ipplying H - , V+ , and V-. Similarly the slope 

estimate qwCQuals q+ calculated from a terrain model smoothed by applying V-, H+, and H

(actually, since all of these operations are linear, their order C.:In be arbitrnrily rearranged). Perhaps 
any "smoothing" desired should be done as a sepnrate editing operation, combined with the 
removal of "glitches" fro m the digital elevation mod('l, rather than as pan of the slope estimation. 
Also lor terrain models of relatively lim ited size this smoothing Ill II)' be undesirable. Some other 
slope estimators 3fe simpler and introduce less sllloothing. For cxtlmple one can combine two 
biased esumates of the slope 10 get. 

and (7) 

Here the average gradiem in the lOp-right quadrant (zoc' z.fo' ZH' zo.). rather than at the central 

!Xlinl is bei ng cslimtlted, using elevtltions in a 2 X 2 neighborhood only. For the graphic 
illustrations presented here. the e.\pro.:ssions for PIll and qlh were used to estimate the gradient. 

At this lime some terrain models tire still produced by hand tlnd have mther limited size. 
Rather than smoothing the terrain, one may wish to increase apparent rcsolu tion by some means. 
This can be done quite effcctively by combining biased slope cstimnlcs (St.'C Fig. 4). For every 
point in the termin model. four gmy values tlrc produced corresponding to the rOUT quadrants 
3folJnd it. Each is based on a difTerent wmbination of the slope est imates (p _ or p.) and (q _ or q) 

as nppropriate for that quadrant. No miracles shou ld be anticiptltcd: this method cn nnot crente 
infonnntion where there is none, but it can stretch whut is available to its limits. 

More complicated slope estimmors than those discussed here do not seem called ror, since the 
sim ple oncs shown produce excellent results. Funhermorc, cstimntors having wider suppon. ""hile 
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(p- ,q..) (p+,q.) 

(p-,q_) (p+,q-) 

Figure 4; Combinations of biased slope estimates CilO be used to plot four lim-=s as many 
gr:l)'-lQncs as there aTC elevation valllCS in the terrain model. The limited amount or 
dat<l in a small terrain model Ill:!}' be stretched this way to produce rcason:Lbly detailed 
hill-shading outpuL 

known to be morc lICCLIrntc for certain classes o f functions stich as polynomials. may perform 

worse on typical terrain with its discontinuiti es in slope along ridge and strCilnl lines. 
It has been cartogmphic practice to assume a light source in the northwest at a 45 0 clcvtltion 

above the horizon. It is helpful in this case to introduct: a rotated coordinatl; system as described in 
Appendix A. 

EXAGG EUATION OF TElmAlN ELEVATIONS 

Compared \0 objects of a SilC IJ1[I1 111l0W for casy nmnipuhllioll by a human observer, the 
surface of the earth is in many places, tJlOugh not eve rywhere, rather nal The range of slopes is 
onen so small as lO cause diS<lppointment with correctly propol1ioned models, so Ihm height is 
allen exaggerated in physica l models. Simil(uly, shading based on modds of light re flec tion from 
a su rf<lce tends to h<lve undcsimbly low contrast. Here too terrain elev:llions may be exaggerated 
for all but the most mountainous regions. This is equivalent to multiplication of the components 
of the gradient by a constnnt factor, and corresponds to::t simple tmnsfonnlllion of the reflectance 
map. For reflectance m:lps based on renection of light origi nati ng from an assumed source, a 
similar effect can onen be achieved by a decrease in the elev:ltion of the source. For nat surfaces 
the source may be lowered to a meTe 10" or 20" above the horizon, where nonnally it might be at 
45" . 
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PRODUCING SHADED OVERLAYS 

The generation of shrtded images from a digital terrain model using the reflectance map is 

straightforv.'ard (see Fig. 1). For cach point in the terrain model the local gradient (p, q) is found. 

TIle reflectance map then provides the appropriate brightness R(P. q), to be plotted on a suitable 

gray-level output device. All computations are local and can be nccomplished in a single pass 

through the image. 
T o illustrate these ideas .:I simple program is shown (see Fig. 5) that docs not incorporate any 

of the elabomtions described Inler on . Two armys are used . Z 10 store the terrain elevations and B 
to store the calculated brightness values. The latter h<ls one row nod one column fewer, since its 
entries correspond to points lying be/ween those in the elevation array (the formulas for P1h and 

qLh are used). The spacing of the underlying grid is DX in lhc west·to·east direction and DY in 

the south·to·north direction. The proccdur~ PE(I.J) and QE(I.J) estimate Ule slopes. while the 

procedure RM(P.Q) cniculntes the correspond ing brighlness using a particularly Silll l' lc rcncctance 

map. The resulting valucs range from 0.0 (black) to 1.0 (white) ond have to be scn1cd appropriately, 

before they cnn be fed 10 a particular gray· level output device. 

;)I·o'- ~'r!' \rcSIIAD1NG(N. M. OX, lJY): integer N. M: rea l OX. DY; 

her,in army 7.(0: N,O: MI, Il[U:N - I. O;M - I I; 

cut! 

rea l procedure "E(I , J): integer I. J; 
I'E : = (Z[U [ + Z[[ - I,J I - Z[[) - I[ - Z[I - I,J - II) 1 (2,0 DX): 

real pro'-cLllIl"e QE( I, J): in teger I, J; 
QE : = (Z[[,J I + ZI [,J - /I - Z[[ - I,J [ - Z[I - I) - /1) /(2,O DYj; 

Tea l proced ure R(P, Q); rcal P, Q; 
RM :;;;: MAX(O.O. MI N(I.V. (1.0 +- P - Q) 12.0)): 

<rcad lermill elcvalio/ls ;1110 array Z> 

ror J := 1 step I unt il M -1 tlo 
ror 1: = 1 !!i tep 1 uutil N-\ tlo 

Il[[ - 1,J - " : = RM(I'E([, J), QE([, J»: 

<lI'rile b,.i£"II1CS,5 mlll('S [roll1 (lrmy B) 

Figure 5: Simple program to generate shaded output from a terra in model. 
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T ypical lcrrain models are quite large and may exceed allowable army storage limits or even 

the address space of a computer. Fonurltltcly only two (or three) rows of the l~rrai n model are 
needed for the estimation of the local slopes. The program given can be easi ly modified to read 

the terrain model, tm ct \0 write the calculated gray values, one ]inc at a time. This makes it possible 
lO deal with termin Illodels of essentially arbitrary size. 

Next one should note that terrain models typically are stored using integer (fixed point) 

rcprcse ntmion for eleVAtions to achieve compactness and because elevmions are 0nly known with 

limited precision (:10 c1evotion moy be given in meters os a 16-bil Quamity fo r example). Sim ilarly. 
gray values to be sent to a gmphic output device are typically quantized to relmivel)' few levels 

because of th~ limited ability of the human eye to discern small brightness difTerences and the 

limitl!d abili ty o f the device to accurately reproduce these (a typical output device may take values 

between 0 and 255.> TIle calculat ions can thus be carried out largely in integer (fixed point) 

arithmetic and even a si mple computer is adequate. 

USE OF LOOKUI· TABLES 

Some of the formulas for reflectance maps discussed later on are quile elaborate and it would 

seem that a lot o f computation is required 10 produce shaded output using them. Fonunately it is 

possible to make the amount of com putatio n equally small in all cases by implementing the 

rcOectance map as a lookup table. which is computed o nly at the beginn ing. 

Since elevmions are quantized. so are the o.'Stimatcs of slope. It is therefore not necess.'lry that 

one be able 10 delennine the apparent brightness for all possible vailies of the gradient (p, q). 
Further, it is reasonable to place an upper li mit on slope, so that only a finite num ber o f possible 

values can occlir (For example. if slopes between - 1.55 and + 1.60 arc considered, in increments 

o f 0.05, then there arc only 64 possihililies ·for p and 64 for q. and a lookup table wi th 4096 entries 

can be used). A second justi fi cmio n for the use o f a lookup wble is the quantizatio n o f the gray 

values produced. It makes litt le sense to calculate the apparent brightness with very high precision 

only \0 coar.;el)' quantize the resu ll. A convenient rule of thumb is that the num ber o f possible 

d iscrete va lu es for each gradient component need not be more than the number of groy levels 

available from the output device. The final choice of quantil..'ltion must take into accou nt both of 

the above considerations. 

One can scparate thc estimation of slope from lhe calcu lation of gray value, and produce all 

intermediate Iile o f cod ed su rfflre gradient values. 111is liIe need not be larger Lhat the o riginal 

tcrrain model if the grndicnt is quantized properly (if p and q can each wke on 64 values, each 

grndicnt can be encoded as a 12 bit valui;'). ll1e code in the lookup table can be based on ways of 

ex pressio n sLLrfnce orientation OLher than in terms of components of the surf:Jte gradient. I n any 

case, a fi le of slJrf:lce oricnt:l{ion codes can be fed through a lookup table procedu re to produce me 

final output. In this fash ion different rcnectance maps. encoded as different look up L'lblcs, can be 
applied to a terrtain model easily. ",ilh liule more crfo n than reading and wri ting a file . The 

illustrations here were p roduced this way. 

Many gray-level roster displays have a translation lable between the image memory find the 

digi tal-to-analog cOnvCJ1er dri vi ng the cathode my tube intensity control. lllC quantized. packed 
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rcn\.'Clancc map can be loodcd into this lookup table, whi le the image memory is loaded with the 
coded slope mmrix. 1111S allows onc to view the same termi n with a va riety o f assumed renectonce 
pro perties simply by reloading the Wl1lslation lab Ie, which is small compared [Q the image 
memory. 

TAXONOMY OF n £rLE(.TANCE M APS 

Here we have discussed some of the issues onc is likely to encounter when developing a 
progrnm that prcxluccs shaded output. In the remainder o f this paper we lI'i ll analyze tl number of 
proposed hil l-shading methods in terms of their equivalent rencctance maps. Notational tools will 
be introduced as they are needed. Rutile r than proceed in strict hisloric order, we will discuss 
rdicfshading methods in thc followi ng gro ups: 

1) ROlnlionnlly symmetric reflectance maps - gray lone depends on 
slope only ; 

2) Methllds based on varying line spacing or thickness to modulate 
averagl! reflcctance; 

3) Ideal diffuse re flectance and various approx imations thereto; 

4) Gmy tone depends only on tile slope o f the surface in the direction 
away from the assumed light source; 

5) Methods depending on more e[3borate models of dirruse reflectance 
from porous mMerial, such:lS that covering the lunar surface: 

6) Models for gloss and lustrous reflection· smooth surf;)ce, extended 
source and rough surfJce, point source. 

AVEUAGE REFLEcr ANCEOF EVENLY SPACED DA RK LlNFS 

Some early methods for hill-shadi ng achieve the desi red control of gray tone by varying the 
spaci ng between printed lines. One ad vantage of this approach is the ease with which such 

in formation can be printed, since it is not necessary to fi rst screen a continuous tone image. One 
diS:ldv:lIltage is the confusion created when the lines used for this purpose are layed on tOp of 
others portray ing p lanimetric information. Wh ile the di rcclionaltexturni effects of the lines arc 
impol1ant in conveying informa tion about shape, we concentrate here on the average reflectance. 

Consider inked lines with reflectance 'b covering an area of paper with reflectance ''III (see 

Fig. 6). The ratio o f the area covercd by ink to the area not covered is the same as the Mio o f the 
width OfU1 C lines to the width o flhe uninked spaces. This in turn equalsblw, whcre b is the width 
of the inked line :l.nd IV the width of the IIninked space measured olong any direction not parallel to 
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Figure 6: Magnified ponion of surface covered with lines. TIl e avcragl' tone depends on U1C 

fraction::.l area covered by the lin es. as we!! as the rcflccl<lnce or the paper and U1C ink. 

the lines. If we ignore diffusion of light in the paper, then the average rcfTcct::mcc of the surface is 

0 ' , 

w'w+b'b 
R = w+b ' (8) 

(9) 

If, for exmnp le, the paper reflects al1lhe incidcnllight, and the ink none, then 'w= l and 'b = O. so 

thntR = ) - bl(w + b). 

SLOPEOFTIIESlJRFACE IN AN ARIlITRAIIY D1Ri!:CT10N 

In the cnlculation of gray vnll1e prod'uccd by some methods of hill-shading it is necessary to 

know th e slope of the surface in an arbitrary direction. given the slope p in the west-Io-east 
direction and the stope q in the south-to-north direction. Note th,H p and q arc the fin;t partial 

derivat i VI!:> or the elevation z with respect to x an d y, respl!ctively. Consider taking an infinitesimal 
step dx in the x direction and an infinitesimal step dy in the y direClion. The change in elevation dz 
is given by 

dz = pdx + qdy (10) 

Along u contour line fot exnmplc. the elevation is consUln t; so that ror a small step dx = a ds and 
dy = b ds, we can write: 

(p, q) 0(0, b)<b = 0 (11) 

where "." denotes the dot-produCl The local direction of the contours, (0, b) is or course 
perpendicular to the local gradient (p, q). 
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Now consider taking a small step in an arbitrary direction, (Po' qo) say. 111at is let dx = Po ds 

and dy = qo ds. 1l1~ length of the step. measured in the xy-plonc is. 

(12) 

While the change in elevation is, 

(13) 

Consequenlly the slope. change in elevation divided by length Of lhc step. is, 

- Po P + qQ q 

s .. -I P;+fl! (14) 

If we let a be the angle between the vecto r (PD' qo) and the x·axis. then, the above can illso be 

written. 

s=pcosa + qsina (15) 

The direction in the xy-planc in which the slope is maximul can be found by differentiating with 
n:spcCl to a. The direction ofstccpcsl ascent is (p, q) and the maximum slope equals 

(16) 

uhmann's Bijsc hun~ssdlnlrrcn 

One of the earliest methods for depicting surface shape using a form of shading is lhal of 
Lehmann [2.3]. Illustrations bosed on ad hoc sc31es of increasing darkness as a function of slope 
("Schw5rzcgmdscal\:n") had been published before, but there was no systematic analysis of this 
approach until the appearance of an anonymous publication auributed to Lehman n, In his 
method, short lines in the direction of Sl.eept.'St descent, called hachurcs, are drawn with spacing 
and thickness specified by rules that ensure that the fractional area darkened is proportionallO the 
angle or inclination of the su rrace, D. That is, steeper implies darker. The lines merge, producing a 
conti nuous black area, when 0 exceeds :;orne m,uimum v<llue 0

0
, typically 45° or 60°. The slope 

of the surface equals the langent oflhe angle of inclination or "dip". Using the expression for Ule 
slope in the direction of steepest ascent, we get. 

(17) 

Consequently, the average renectance is, 

(18) 
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When the angle of inc1in<ltion exceeds the m:uimunl, lhe lines CO:lh . .'sce ilnd R(p, q) = 'IT We can 
also write the 3bove in another fann, 

R' (O,f(') = 'w - ('w - r,): . , (19) 

Here, cpo the azimuth of the di rection of steepest descent, docs not appear in the formula on the 

riShl, si nce apparent brightness in this case depends only on the magnitude of the slope. The 
direction and magnitude of the su rf:!ce gradient can be found front (I map prepared occording to 
Lehmann's niles. The direction of steepest descent lies along the hachuTCS, while the slope is 
directly related 10 the .wcrnge tonc that results from the width rllld spacing of these lines. In 
analyzing his method we have concentrated on c:l1cul:ning the avemgc renCCtance produced in the 

printed product. It should be pointed out that this method also gives rise to texturul effects that 

will not be discussed, 

Another interesting aspect of Lehmann's method is thllt the lines or hachures were drawn 

stani ng on o ne contour and ending on the next. ll1is greatly contributed to the lalcr development 

of th e COntour representation (l sohypsen) for terrain surfaces, that was to ultimately replace most 

o f these early attempts at portraying surface shape [7]. 

Contour Density 

Another mcthod is based on the observation that lines on a contour map are marc crowded in 

steep areas and that this crowding leads to darkening of tone or average gray value, This side 

eITcct may be help ful in \'iSllally conve}'ing infonmllion about the natu re of thc surface. J n order 

to calculate the dependence of the avcrnge local renectance on the gradient. (p, q), we have to 

determine the spaci ng of contou r lines on the map, We u.-;sume that the su rface is locally smooth 

t 
b 

Figure 7: Spacing between successive contour lines along II given direction on the lopogrnphic 
map, 
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and can be npproxim31ed by a plane. at least on lhe sc3lc of the spacing between contour lines (If 

Ulis is not the case, alim.ing, or undersampling problems occur in any case). 
Consider Q portion of the surface with slope 5 in somc direction not parallcl to the contour 

tines (see Fig. 7), Assume that the map scale is k and the vert ical conLOur interval 6. 11len it is 

clear thallhe spacing between contours on the map dean be obtained from the fannula for slope, 

S 
5 = dlk' (20) 

If we take the crosssection of the surface in the direction of steepest :\SCent, then 5 = ,; l + I . 
As a result we can write. 

kS 

-./ p'+,1" (21) 

On the map. d=b+ w. 1'hol is. the spaci ng between contours is the SUIll. of the width of the 

contoul' lines tUld the width arthe blank spaces between them. The average rcnectancc then is, 

(22) 

The result c:m illso be expressed as, 

(23) 

where 0 is the inclinat ion of the su rface:, The above expressions only hold if w is not negative, 

When the slope is too steep. contour lines overlap. and the average rencrtance is simply equal to 

'Ir In the special case that, w= 1 and 'b=O. the abm'e simplilies to, 

R(P,q)=l-tS-./P'+;;, (24) 

Typically bl(kS) may equall or lI-I1. 

Diffuse Su rrace under Vertic:lllllumination 

The methods discussed so far produce toncs that depend on the magnitude of the gradient 

only, not its direction. This is similar to the effect one would obtnin if II physical model of the 

termin wns illuminated vcnically, with the light source placed near the viewer, An ideal diffusing 

surface hos on appnrent brightness th<l t is proportional to the cosine of the incident angle I as 

discussed later. This is the angle between the direction of lhe incident rays and the loco! nonnal, 

which, in the case of vertical illumination, is just O. ll1erefore, 

0', 

R'(B,~) = ros B, 

1 
R(p, q) =, _ I , .:l' 

-y l+p +q 

(25) 

(26) 
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Instead of illumination from a point source, onc may consider the effect of a distributed 
source. A unifolTn hemispherical source iIIuminaling a diffusely reflecting surfncc lends to a result 
ofthe following rOlTlt (140). 

R'(O,cp) = cosl(OI2) = 1h (l + cos 0) . (27) 

0'. R(P q)_1+1 1 
. -2 2 -/1+/+'" (28) 

This reflectance mup leads to Omter. even less intcrpn::tablc picwres. since the range ofrcOcctances 
has been halved nnd ;)11 rcflcclnnces have been shifted upw:lrds by a half. In the derivation of the 
fannu la "bove, reflect ion from the surrounding terrain su r face is ignored. If the termin su rface 
diffusely reflects a fraction p of thc incident light. the constant {elm in the above expression is 
increased from I}i: to Lh(] + p), while the coefficient of COS 0 decrc:lScs from VI: to th.(I - pl. It is 
~t ti mes suggested that n component of surface brightness due to distributed illumination from the 
sky be added to th:!t resu lting from obliq ue illumination. TIlis however typically detracts from the 
shaded result, rather than improvi ng it 

The methods discussed so far give rise to rotationally symmetric reflectance m:lps. that can be 
dcscribed adequately by a si ngle cross-section, showing tone versus slope [1J,(35J,(36J. Th is 
representation has sometimes been misused for asymmetric reflectance maps, where it does not 
apply. Rotationally symmetric reflectance maps produce shaded images that arc difficu lt to 
interpret Moving the assumed !ight source awa}' from the overhead position gives rise to better 
shaded map overlays. b.ut forces us to introduce some new concepts. 

The Surrace Normal 

'flIe surface normal is a vector Ilerpendiculnr to the local tnngent plane. 111e direction of !,he 
surface normal n can be found by taking the .cross-product of any two vectors parallel to lines 
locnlly tangent to the surface (as long as they arc not parnllel to each other). We can lind two such 
vectors by remembering Umt the ch.tnge in elev:ltion when one t:lkes a slllall step dx in the 
x-di reclion is just dz = p dx, while the change in clevnlion corresponding 10 a step dy in Ole 
ydirection is dz = q dy. The two vectors, ( I, O. p) dx and (0, I. q) dy, are, therefore, parallel to 
lines tangent to the su rface and so thei r cross-product is a surfuce normnl. 

' ~( 1.0.p)X(O.1.q) ~ (-p. - q.l). (29) 

Note that the gradient (p, q) is just the (negath'\!) projection Of Ulis vector on the xy-pillne. A unit 
surfnce nannni N can be obtilincd by dividing Ole vector n by its magnitude 

While it is convenient to spcci rr di rectior.s 3.<; vcctors. it is nt limes helpful to use spherical 
coordinates instead. A direction can then be given ItS nn azimuth angle, qJ, measu red 
anti-clockwise from the x-axis, nn d n polar or zenith angle 0 (sec Fig. 8). (In mlVigotion, the 
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Figure 8: Definition oftlle azimuth angle, cpo and the zenith angle, O. Here. azimuth is measured 

counter·d ockwise from the x-axis in the xrplane. while the zenith angle is measured 
from the z-axis. 

azimuth anglc is usually measured clockwise from nonh. and the elevation angle is given instead of 

the zeni th tmgle. These are just U1C complements or lhe angles used here.) The unit vector in the 

dirt'Ction so defined cqu::lls. 

N = (COSlJl si n O.sin cp sin O.cosO}. (31) 

To find the azimuth and zenith nngle of the surface nOmlal we identify components of 

corresponding unit vectors. Then. 

while, 

Conversely, 

sincp =-
q 

sin 0 = j P'+I 
j 1+/+1 

ood (32) 

and cos 0 = 1 

.,; 1+/+q2' 
(33) 

(34) 

We will find it conllcnicnt to use both I'octor and spherical coordinate notation to sl)ccify direction. 
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Position or The Light Source 

nle reflectance maps discussed so far are rotationally symmetric about the origin. only the 
magnitUde of the gradient. not its direction alTccting lhc resulting gray value. 1his corresponds to 
a situation where the light source is at the viewing position. Most hill-shading methods have the 

assumed light source in some other position. typically in the north·west. with a zen ith angle of 

arotlnd 45° (0
0

::: 45°, CPo::: 135°), TIle unit vector, 

(35) 

points directly ilt lhe 1ighl source. A surface element will be illuminated maximally when the rays 

from the light source strike i( perpendicularly. that is, when the sUTtilee norm<ll points at the light 
source. By idemifying oomponcnlS in the expression for the surface normal no=(-po. -qo.l) 
with those in the expression for the vector pointing at the source one finds that the components of 
tile gradient of such a surfnce element are, 

(36) 

Whcn the source is in the standilrd cartographic pooition, this meilns, 

Po = lin :lnd qo = -lin. (37) 

111is st::lndard positi!)n for the assumed light source was probnbly chosen bccouse we afe used to 
viewi ng Objects lighted from thilt direction /1). When we look. at nearby objects in front of us, our 
body block.s the light arriving from behind us. Further, when writ ing on a horizontal surface, 
many of us lind our right hnnd blocking light coming from timt direction. We thus onen arrange 
for light sources to be to the kn. in front of us. While we can ccrtainJ~' interpret shilding in 
pictures whcre the light source is not in this standard position. there seems La be a lorger possibility 
of dCr1h reversal in that case, particularly if the object has a complex, unfamiliar shape. 

Returning now to the specification of the position of the light source, we find two identities 
that will be hclpfullater: 

(38) 

and, (39) 

It also follows that the slope of the surface in the direction, (Po,qo)' away from the light source is, 

(40) 

Tanaka's Orthogr:whital Rel ier Method 

A method proposed by Kitiro Tanaka in 1930 [101.111], involves drawing the lines of 
intersection of the surface with cvenly spaced indilled planes. 1l1e5e planes arc oriented so that 
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their common nennul points towards an equivalent ]ight source (see Fig. 9), Thus slopes tilted 
away from this direction h3Vt contours sp<lced closely, giving rise to heavier shnding than that on 
horizontal surfaces, while surfaces lying parallel to the inclined planes are lightest. As in 
Lehmann's method. some information may be conveyed by the directional texture of !.he 

contours. Here we concentrate on the average reflectance only. 

Figure 9: Side-view of a hill cut by inclined planes. Viewed from above, the Jines of intersection 
crowd logetller where the surface slopes away from the equivalent source. Conversely. 
there are no lines where the terrain surface is paraliel to the inclined planes. 

A contour is the intersection of the termin's surface z=z(x, y) with a plane. The equation 
z= zo applies to a horizontal plane appropriate for ordinary contours. For "inclined contours" an 

inclined plane is llsed with an equation of the form 

( - po' - qQ,I) o (x,y, z) 

J l+i+l " " 
::; z~. (41) 

The vector (~po' - qo' I) is pcrpendicular to (hc inclined pl,mes. Ordinary contours represent the 

locus of tlle solutiun of z (x, y)::; zo' wh ile inclined contours are the loci of solutions of the 
equation. 

(42) 
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We enn now apply our analysis of the contour density model [0 the modified surface, z' (x. y), 
defined by the left h:md side of this equation! All we need are the slopes of th is new su rface. 
DifTercnti:lti ng the above expression with respect 10 x and y, we gel, 

Finally then, 

R(pq) = r -J!....(r - r' \ • wHwb' 

, q - qg 

q = .,; 1+p~+tl!. 

-I (P po)'- + (q qo)2 

,; l+p!+ tl! 
We obtain me expression for contour density, derived earlier. when Po = qo =O. 

special cnse that 'b = O, 'w= 1, Po = 11..[2, and qo = - 11./1. 

b ,j (p I/V'1)' + (q+ I/v'""l)' 
R(p, q) = 1 - k5 V'1 ' 

(43) 

(44) 

AlsO. in the 

(45) 

It is sometimes uscful to express the apparent brightness as a function of the azimuth IP and zenith 
angle 8 of the surface nonna1. If we Jet 'Po be the azimuth and 8

0 
the zenith angle,of the nonnal 

10 the inclined planes, then the fannula can be rewritten as follows. 

When 0
0 

= 450
, 'b =O and, 1\1 = I. then. as Tantlka showed [101.I 11 J. 

, b -./1 si n 28cos{'P - cp ) 
R (0,.,,) = 1 - *5 ;-2 cos 0 --'-'" (47) 

How docs one choose the parameter bl(k6)? Tanal.::l felt th.1I the sh:Jding produced by his 
method should match that seen on a surface covered with an ideal material called a perfect 
diffuser. 'l"he apparent brightness of such 3 surface varies with the cosine of the incidcnt angle. 
between the surf3ce nonn31 and a vl,..'Ctor pointing at lIle light source. He introduced n p3rameter 

c:dkd the linc f3e\or. It is the ratio of the width of the inked line. b, to. k8lsin 8
0

, the interval 

between inclined contours for a horizontal surface. The line factor isjust. 

J!... ,; p!+~ 
k8 :.; l+p~+fI!' (48) 

Tanaka proposed v:lI"ying the li ne width b in order to produce shading thnt matches tilat seen on a 
perfect diffuser, but realized the impracticality of th is approach for all but polyhedrul surfa ces 
[1O].[lIJ. Resigned to using tl fixed line width, he chose to optimize the li ne f~ctor by considering 
the hrightness distribution on a spherical C:.lp extending to 450 slope. With the source at 450 

elevntion . the least devi:ltion from Ule brightm .. >:iS distribution one would sec if the surface was a 
perfect dilTuser is obtained when the line factor equals 0.3608. ConSt!qu ently. b/(k8) = 0.3608 
n. Fina lly then. 

R(p, q) = 1 - 0.3608 -I (p I /V'1)' + (q+ 11 11)', (49) 
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It is un fortunate that this method later gave rise to some misunderstanding as well as a less 
rigorous hybridized form [151. 

A common rep resentation for relief form is the block diagram, an oblique view of a series of 
equ311y·spaced. \'ertical profiles [97)- [10:2]. TIle projection Iypically is orthograph ic. although at 

times a perspective projection is utilized. Surfaces nOI visible to the viewer are cJiminmcd (see 
Fig. 10). Shnding can of course be npplied to obliq ue views as may be done in sophisticated night 

simulntors of the fu ture. We concentrate here on map fomls that provi de for superposition of 

planimetric information however, and digress ollly to point OUI thilt part of the appeal of block 
diagrams lies in their implicit shading, due to the vnri:ltion in the spacing of lines. 

Following the discussion in the last section. it is clear that the cquiva1cntlight-source position 

is in the horizontal plane at right :mgJL-s to the venital clitting surfaces. The analysis just presented 

then applies dirtttly. Things art: a little more difficult if the result is to be e.~presscd in tenns of 

the coordinate system of the surface rather than one oriented with respect to the viewer. Details 

may be fou nd in aDPendices B & C, where contour density shnding and Tllnaka's inclined con tou r 

method are shown to be special cases ofthis more general si tuation. 

Figure 10: "Block-diagram" representation of terrain surface. This is an isometric projection ora 

series of uniformly spaced vertical profiles of the surface viewed from the south-easl 

Note Ole shading effect due to Ihe variation in line spacing. 
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Wicc h(' rs Contour-Terrace Model 

Imagine a thrcC'dimcnsiollr11 model of the termin built by stacking pieces of somc nllltcrial 
CUI according to the shape of the contours on a topographic map 181. If the thickness of the 
material is chosen correctly the modd will be a scnlcd approximation of the terr::lin, looking a little 
like a tiered cake. Illuminating Ihis construction with a distant point source will gi\'c risc to a ronn 
ofshnding since cneh contour "terrace" casts II shadow on the one beneath it (see Fig.II). Wicchcl 
18} was the first to anrllyze U1C rcncctancc propenies of such a surface. In order to calculate the 
avemgc brightness of a portion of the model, when viewed from above, we must dc\cnnine U,C 
width of the shadow relative to the width of the terrace, 

11,C width of the sh.,dow, measured pcq)cndicular to the contours, vnries, depending on the 
orien tation of contours relative to the direction of the mys from the !lUurc!!. For example, when 
measured this way, the width Ts zero where the contour is locll lI )' pamllclto the projection of the 
rays on the .\'J-plane. Measured in ,I venical plune conwining the li&ht sou rce however, the width 
of the shadow is consta nt, !>i llcc the tem,ce has a ti~ed height (see Fig. 12). I r the light source has a 
zenith angle 8

0
, the contour interval is.s, and the Illap SCale k. then, 

bu, 

b 
tanOo = "k6 

t.1nO o =..; p! + q;. 
(SO) 

(51) 

To cnlculate the average brightness we must know the width, d, of the terrace in the model, 
mt:'llsurcd in the same vellical plane. The slope in this phlne evidently is just 

We know that the slope of a surface in the direction (Po,qo) is, 

_ PoP + qoq 

,- J'+'" 
-y Po qo 

Solving for d from the last two equations and for b from the two before them, we get 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

For example. when the local surface nann a\, (-p, - q, 1), is perpendicular to the direction to the 
source, (- Po' - qo' I), their dot-product is zero and bld= 1. The terrace is then covered exacdy by 
the shadow. In the above expression both the contour interval and the map scale have cancelled, 
as one might have predicted. 

When (PoP + qoq) < -1, shadows coalesce and no funhe r increase in bId is possible. When, 

on the olher hand, (PoP + qoq) > 0, the slope is facing IOKwds the light source. This means that no 

shadow is cast In this model, shl1ding or.ly occurs on slopes facing away from the SOUTce, while 

those facing towards it are all uniformly bright This is certainly not what one would expect of a 
real surface and suggests that the coolOur·lcrmce model has some shortcom ings. Th is is not 
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Figure 11: Shadows cast in tlle contour terrace model. The width of the shadows. measured 
perpendicular to the contours, varies with the direction of the contours relative to the 
direction of the incident rays. 

b w 

Figure 12: Section of the contour terroce model in a vertical plane conr.aining lhe light-souTce. 
lllC width ofrnc shadow, b. measured in this plane is constant, while the width of the 

terrace, (b + w), depends on the slope of the surface in a direction parallel to the 
projcction of the incident rays on the ground plane. 
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surprising si nce apparent brightness depends on surface orientation, not height, and while the 
model represents height with re!lSOnnble accuracy it does a poor job of modeling surface 
orientation. Indeed the sUTfllce of the model is mostly horizontal, with some narrow strips of a 
venica! orientation. The latter are not even visible from above. 

Wiechel noted that light would be reflec ted from Ihese vertical surfaces onto the lcrmces [8]. 
The surface thus appears brighter, viewed from above, ncar vertical surfaces facing towards the 
light SOUTce. He made the simpli fyi ng "a:;.sumplion that reflection produces uniformly bright 
patches with the same shape as shadows Ulat would be cast were a source to be placed opposite the 
actual light source. lllis is not a rC:lsonablc assumption unless the venical surfaces nrc made of 
narrow mirror facelS, each oriented pcrperfdicuiar to the di rection of the incident light! In this 
case. surfaces illuminated by renection a<; well as by dircct light have a brigh tness twice that of 
those illuminated only by din.,,1 light. 111is version of the model is fortunately simple enough to 

be amenable 10 analysis. First note that, if we assume the su rface 10 be an ideal diffuser. then the 
brig,hlllcss of horizontal surfaces Ihat are neithcr shadowed nor illuminatcd by renection eq uals the 
cosi ne or the zenith angle or the source. Th erefore, let 'b =O and 'w=cos 8

0
, where. 

and so, 

0', 

cos 80 = ,; l+P~+1l! 
1 + PoP + qqq 

R(p, q) = 
,; l + p~+1l! 

Wh en the source is in the standard position (Nmth-West at 45°) this becomes. 

1 + (p - q)//2 
R(p, q) = /2 ' 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

Note that here apparent brightness already becomes eq ual to one when the angle of incl ination is 
about 3O.36D towards the light source. This may be contrasted with the case of the ideal diffuser, 
10 be discussed later. where it reaches one only for ilJl inclination of 45°. Wiechel used this model 

as the second approximation to the ideal dilTuscr (the first will be discussed bter) and expressed 
his result as [8J. 

cos I 
cose' 

(59) 

where i is the incident angle, and e is the emittance angle. here equal to 8. These angles will play 
an imponant role in the discussion of more recent methods later on. 

According to Raisz and Imhof (1 1,1271- 1291 termced contour models were used in the late 
1800's. An c::\rly example is an alpine excursion map published in 1865 that employed "contour 

shadows" 11]. TIle first attempts at phologrnphy of obliquely illuminnted su rfaces nlso used 
terraced terrain models (27]. Wiechel probnbly was influenced by these early efforts when he 
chose lO develop this method for hill shading. 
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Wicchl'J's Ilclligkcilsmaassslab 

Wiechcl ba~d his method for irregular surfaces on thut developed carlier by Bunncster for 

regular surfaces [91. In order to make his approach practical hc nceded a graphicnl device for 

translating mCnSlIfCI11 Cnts of contou r interval and dirl'( tion of Steepest descent into gray lones. 
111e "1-klligkcitsmnasssl:Ib" (his spelling) is nrrnnged so thnt these measurements can be 

tmnsferred directly. :md the correct tonc dctcnnincd from a series of ioophOles, con tours of 

const:lIlt brightness. Sleep slopes. wi th small contour imcrvills com:spolld to points ne,lf the origin 
Oflhi5 di:lgmm. while those ofgcntll.' slope map into points further away. 

His diagram therefore is a sort of inside-oul rd1ccl:mcc IlWp! 111(' main difference is that 

rndial d istonce fro m the origin in gradient sp:lce is prupel! tiolwl to tan 0, while it is proportiollal 

to cot 0 in this early precursor. '111 is corresponds to :l conlotmul tl1 <1ppi ng opcrJtiotl referred to as 

inversion with respect to the lI nit circle. Wiechel showed that his diagram corresponded to the 

inwge of an appropriately illuminated lugarithmoid made Oflhc desired materiaL The equation of 
th is surf<lce is 

z=- log,Jx'l + ;, (60) 

The rcOecL'lnce map, by the way, can be thought o fas the image ofa pariJboloid (1 38). 

It is indeed unfortunate that Wiechel's constructio n was ignored. Wicchel dcvcloped two 

shading methods that did not rcq u ire th is two-dimensional diagrnm. In each case apparent 

brightness dcpended ollly on thc slope of the surface in the direction iJway from the light sou rce. 

111is property monifl.'SlS itself in the rcflectance map in the form of parallel slrn ight-line contours. 

Th e erreet is less apparent in Wiechel's di:lgmm , wherc isophotes become nested circles lhrough 

the origin, with centcrs along thc line in the direction ofthc light source. 

Tanaka's Relief Contour Method 

Kitirb Tanaka. in ] 939, developed an ingenious method 124) - 126J for drawing the shadows 

one would see if one looked at .. con tour-terrace model. His method is tlased on the observatio n 

that the length of lhe shadow, measured in the direction o f the incident rays, is constant Using a 

pen with a wide nib one can trace the contours, while mai ntaining the orienta.tion of the n ib 

parallel to the direction of the incident rays (as in rou ndhand writing). Only those portions of the 

contours are traced that correspond to slopes fhcing away from the assumed light source. Tanaka 

used black ink on gray paper for reasons lhat will become apparcnt If the renectance of this ]>aper 

is rg then, 

(61) 

provided (PoP + qoq) < 0, otherwise R(p, q)= r ~ 

Tanaka also came up with a way of modulating the avertlgc reflectance of thc paper in areas 

that corresponded to slo pes facing towards the source. His approach is somewhat analogous to 

laking the negative o f a picture or the contour-terracc model obta ined by illuminating it from the 
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other side. Thus white "shadows" are Cflst in the opposite direction to the black shadows. These 
can be drawn with white ink on gray paper using the same method as before except th<lt now the 
section of the contours that correspond to slopes facing townrds the light source are traced. It is 
easy to see that the resulting average rcncctance will be, 

(62) 

where 'w is the refl ectance of the white ink. When (PoP + qoq) < O. no "shadows" appear an d 

R(p. q)= r K Tanaka combined Ihe.\wo mdhods, tfacing contours using both white lind black ink. 

TIle corresponding reflectance mnp R(p, q) equals one of the expressions above dependi ng on 
whether the slope locally f:lces :Jwuy from or towa rds the assumed source. 

He apparently also experimented with nihs of dim.:rcnt width for white and black ink. This 
corresponds to changing the clcvntio n of the assumed sou rces. If the width of the nib is b, then the 
rclntionship is, 

(63) 

The resul ts of this tedious mnnulIl method are most impressive (24)- [26]. One can write the above 
expressions in the nllemnle notalion, 

R'(O,rp) =: rg + erg - rb) tan 0 tan 0
0 

cos(rp - rpo)' when 

R'(O,cp) = rg - (rg - r w> tan 0 tan 0
0 

cos(cp - cpo)' when 

cos(rp - rpo) <0 , 

cos(rp - rpo»O . 

(64) 

(65) 

Tnnab preferred a rencctancc for the gray background ha lfway between that of the black ink and 
the white ink. Placing the light sou rce in the standard position we get, 

R(P. q) ~ ~ [I + 'if[. (66) 

0'. R'(O.t:p) = Ih (I + lan Ocos(rp-rpo)}' (67) 

This result can also be expressed as, (cos i cos g) / cos e, where g is the phase angle. here equal 10 

(} o' Note that except for scaling by cos g, this is the same result as thal oOlnined by Wicchcl for his 

contou r-terrace modeL One elTect of this sc,lling is thin apparent brightness rises to one only when 
the angle of indination is 45°, on the other h<lnd. horizont:ll su rface now have a gray value of on ly 

0.5. 

Tanaka's Hemispherical Brightncss Distribution 

Tunnb needed a way to display the dependencc o f tone on surface orielllation to pennit 

comparison of the results produced by his two methods and what would be seen if the su rface 
modded were an ideal dilTuser. He chose an oblique view of the brightncsS distribution on a 
spherical cap extending to 4S a inclination [10],[11 ],[241- [26]. If the cap is increascd until it is a 
hemisphere, one obl<lins soillcth ing like the renect..11l{:e mrtp. One di nercllcc is that radial distance 

I 
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from the origin in gradient space is proportional to tun 8, while here it is pmponional to sin (J. 

111l1S, while Ihe reflectance map is a central projection of the GaLlssinn sphere onto a horizonL11 
plane, this is a JXlrollel projcction. Put another wuy: we aTC dealing here with an image of a 
hemisphere. while the reflectance map is the imnge ora parnboloid. 

Tanaka's oblique views of the distribution of brightness \"CrSlIS surfilCC orientation do not 
provide the quantitative informution 3v:tilable in " contou r rcpn.'senwtion slich us Wiechel's. His 
method is nevertheless very helpful and it is unfortunnte that few seem to have paid any attention 
to it. judging by the continued usc ofin:lppropri:ltc fOl'nl s. II is nalune-Olllillon for example to see 

the dependence ortane on surfoce orient<ltion shown lIS a curve depending o n one vari:lb1e, slope, 
when it clearly depends on two, slope and the direction of steepest descent, or equivalently. the 

two components of the gradient. 

Lambcrti:1t1 S urraces 

We now turn from gmphictll methods using variation in line spacing and linc thickness to 

those utili l.!ng continuous tone or hal Ilone techniques. l1lese arc o llcn based on a model of what 
the terrain would look like were it made of some ideal material. illuminated from a predetermined 
direction. 'rne result differs from an aerial photograph, since no account is talen here of varying 
terrain cover, the light source is onen placcd in a position that is ustronoll1icnl1y impossible, and 
the terrilin model h:ls been smoothed and generalized. Not being like an aerial photogmph is an 
advantage. since acrinl photographs. tnken with the sun fnidy high in the sky, ollen do not provide 

for easy (l11onocular) comprehension of surf.lce topography. 
TI,e amount of light captured by a surface patch will depend on its inclin;1{ion relative to the 

incident beam. As secn from the source the ~llrface is foreshortened, its appare nt (or projected) 
area equal to its true area multiplied by the cosine of the incident angle. ' l1ws the irradiance is 
proportionol to cos i. Strangely. it is com monly nssumed ttwt the radiI/lice (apparent brigh tness) 
of the surrnce patch is also proporti .. lIlal \0 cos i. 111is is genenlily nOi the case since light m3Y be 
renected diff!,!rcnll)' in different directions, as can be seen by considering' a specubrly renecting 
material. 

One can however postulate an ideal surf.lCc that ren(.'Cts all light incident on it and appc3rs 

equally bright from all viewing directions. Such a surface is called an ideal diffuser or Lambcrtian 
renector and h.3S thl' propeny that its radiance equals the irmdianc~ divided by Tf 11421.[1431. In 
this special C(lse the radiance is proportional to the cosine of the incident ongle. No rC31 surface 
behaves eX(lctly like this, (llthough pressed powders of highly transparent materials like barium 
sulfate and IIlagn~ium carbonate (.-omc close. Maul' while p3int, opal glass. and rough white 
paper arc somc\\hal worse approx imat ions. as is snow 11 31]. Most proposed schemes for automatic 
hill-shading are based on models of brightness distribution on ideally diffusing su rfaces 
(8J.(1OI.(1I1.[·19]-[57].(711,[73],174], even though there is no evidence that perception of su rface 
shape is optimized by this choice of renectance model. As we will see. ren"'Ctance cnku lations 
based 011 this model are not particularly simple either. 

The cosine of the incident angle can be found by considering the appropriate spherical 
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triangle (see Fig.13) fonned by the local nonnal N, the direction towards the source S, and the 
vertical V. One then finds as Wiechel already showed 18], 

(68) 

Alternatively one can simply take the dot-product of lhe unit vector N nonnal to the surface and 

the unit vector S pointing LOwards the source [138],/140] 

. ( - p,-q, 1) 0 (-po,-qo' 1) 
cos I = - -

-/l+p'+'1 -/1+p;+(-
(69) 

The reflectance map (nonnalized so that ilS maximum is one) then is. 

l+pp+q q 
R(P )= 0 Q (70) 

.q ,; l+pz+Q2 '; l +p!+q! ' 

When (l + Pop+qoq) < 0 the surface clement is turned away from the source tlnd is self-shadowed. 
In this case, R(p, q)=O. 

In the case of a point source of light a145° zenith angle in the north-west, the reflectance map 
bcoomcs 

R(p, q) = 

v 

5 e 

1 + (p- q)/,(1 
,(1-/1+.'+'1 

(71)-

Figure 13: Spherical triangle uscd in calculating the incident angle, i, from the azimuth and 
elevation ofthc light-source :md the azimuth and elevlltion of the surrnce normal. Thf 

direction LOwards the viewer is V, the direction LO the source is S, while lhe surraCf 

normal is N. 
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Pl'uckcr's PiccewiSt! Linear Approx imation 

The computation o f gray value using lhe equation for the cosine of the incident angle is 
complicnlcd nnd slow because of the nppctlrance of the squ<lre rool Pellcker [61J ~x pcrirnentcd 
with a number of approximations that afe easier to compute. He found tlHII an adl!q uate. 
piecewise line;lT nppro.\ imation for slor es kss than one, is 

0'. 

0.3441 P - 0.5129 q + 0.6599, 
0.5129 p - 0.)441 q + 0.6599, 

for p+q) O 
for p+ q<O 

R(P. q) = 0.4285 (P- q) - 0.0844 1 p+ q 1 + 0.6599 • 

(72) 
(73) 

(74) 

where I p+q I denotes the absolute value of (p+ q), The above :lpproximation produces excel lent 
shaded overlays. that in f:le t seem easier to interpret that those produced using the txact equatio n 
for a perfectly difTusing surface. 

Br::tsst' l's Adjuslnu' lil Of Lii,:hl Source Position 

Pcrh:lps the most outst:mding examples of shaded mops come from Swi,llerland. Techniques 
for ponraying the shope of the su rfoce and intcgr3ting this information with pl:mimctric detail 
htl ve been perfectcd by tI num ber of artists there (I ].(401- 1471. The results of automtllcd methods 
os described here, cannot compete with the beauty of thei r products. Nevertheless, automated 
methods do provide a systcmatic, accurate way for gCllcrming shaded overlays. They wilt become 
of pal1icular impol1anec when good digital terrain modds bccome easily avai lable. Brasset 

at tempted to incorporate as much as possible of the Swiss man ncr i1llo his program [7IJ - [74J. He 
quickly realized two problems with mcthods based purely on Lambenian rene(l:.IIlCe models. 

The first effect is explained os follows. Surface elements sloping awa) from the source are 
dark. while those ti lted tow,uds thc source are brighter. Brightcst are those th;!! l1ave the light rays 

fa ll ing perpendicularly on the surface. Surface elements sloped more steeply, hov.e\(!r, berome 

darker again. This lack of monotonicity of bright ness wi th slopc is apparently disturbi ng and 

reduces the ability of lhe observer to correctly interpret the sh'lpc. llrasscl ameliorated t.his dTt:ct 
by reducing the clevation of Ihe li J;ht souro: in regions whcre this problem occurred. 

I f the zenith angle of the source 00 is smaller Ulan the zenith angle of the direction defi ned by 

the surf3ce normal 0 he movcs the source to a new zcnith ,:lllglc 0 fl thm is a weighted average of 

8
0 

and O. To be precise. 

where 

On = max [00' a 8 + (1 - 0:)001. 

8 -::: tan - I ,; p2+ft. 

(75) 

(76) 

In his lhl.'Sis 171]. th·e lVeighting f<Jctor a was one, so that adjustment in elevmion was 
complete. Curiously, this simple method has the effeci of lowering the light source eve n for 
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sur-filee clem ems tilted lHmy from the source, as long as the slope is large cnollgh. The above 

method C(1n also be expressed directly in terms of the components of the gradient. When (pz + el) 
> (p! + q!>. 

,nd (77) 

where P
II 

and q" aTC the components afthe gradient ofa surfOlce ckmcnt oriented to be max imally 

illuminated by the adjusted light source. If theTe arc no funhcr adjust1l1ents of source position, lhe 

rc ncctance map in the spceified region becomes, 

R(P )_l+(PoP7- Qoq)(,J /+(11-/ p!+Q!) 
• q - (1+/+0') 

(78) 

Adjustment of the Azimuth of the Source 

Next. Bras.'>C! observed that ridge and Slrcam lines become indistinct whcn their direction was 
more or less nligned with n direction toward the source. Opposite futes of a mountain or valley 
may end up with similar gray vn llles when the cosine of the incident angle is similar for the two. 

even though they have qUilc different surface orient<ltions. Maximum contrast occurs when a 

linear fe<lllire lies at right angles to the direction of the incid~nl1ight, and Brassel therefore moves 

the light sou rce in azimuth towards the local direction of steepest ascent or descent (wh ichever is 

closer). 

The amount o f adjustment depends on two parameters (see Fig. 14), loe maximum amount 

+w 

-w 

Figure 14: Sawtooth function giving adjusunent of az.imuth of the light source as a function of the 

angle between "rcgional" ridge and valley directions and the direction of the light 

source in Brasscl's scheme. 
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of adjustment is specified by 1\1 (55 0 for example), while the azimuth difference at which this 

maximum OCClirs is specified by g (800 for example). The details of the computation arc not very 
important but arc given here for completeness. First, the azimuth of the direction of steepest 

ascent is computed using 

rp := atan( - ~ - p). (79) 

where atnn(y.x) is the direction of the line from the origin to the point (x.y) measured 
counterclockwise from the x-ax is. Next, the difference between rp and U,e azimuth of the source 

cp is reduccd to the runge -.,,/2 to + '!T12 by adding or subtl'Jcting integer multiples of 'II". Let 
o 

the result be dC(!. The 3djusled azimuth or the source is then calculated as follows, 

. . ~ 'lT/2-11l911 
'Pn = q>o + \II slgn(.6.rp) OlIO I g' '!T12 g I , (80) 

where sign (.tHp) is + 1 when.6.rp > O. nnd - 1 when IlqJ < O. Now one can cn1culate the gradient 

(P,!' qn) of the maximally illuminated surface element, or instead, use Wiechel's fomlLda to gellhe 

cosine oflhe incident angle directly, 

(81) 

Here it should be pointed out Ihnt in Brassd's scheme Ihe grndient (p, q) uscd in Ihe nbove 

formulas for :ldjusling the alimulh of the source is a regional value d\:!rivcd from ridge and stream 
lines in the area ne:lr ;1 panicular point. In this way the canographer can inOuence the final 

appear:.mcc of the shaded ovcrlny by altering thesemalluallyenlered linear featurcs. This method 

in volvcs l"ather complicated global calculations that do not lend themselvcs to implementation in 

the 51 r"ightforward way we have discussed. loe apparenT brightness o f a su rface elemen t depends 

on both its orientat ion and some function of its surrou nd. 

A pvssiblc objcction 10 this idea is th11t tJ1C distribution of light sourc~'S dues nOi vary from 

place to place in a rcal im<lging situation unless the sources are vel)' close to the surface. It must be 
pointed Ollt, however, that people seem LO h3VC liule difficulty interpreting synthetic images where 

the assumed light source position varies. In fact, few notice such drastic changes in assumed light 
source position as are apparent in a recenl map o f the polar regions of Mars [150). This may be 
related \0 the fael that ollr perception of shaded im3gcs does not givt! us a good appreci<ltion for 

global difft!rences in depth, instead givi ng us an excellent 3ppreci3tion of local surface orientation 

patterns. 

Wh3tcver the merits of this argumcnl, the above method can be modified to fit in with the 

notion of thc rcnectance map. as defined earlier, if onc. uses the local gradient (p. q) in the 

calcu lation of the adjusled source position. The illustration shown here uses this modified version. 

Note that in Brassel"s scheme the adjustment in azimuth and zenith angle of the source are 

independent and can be carried out in either order. 

Brassel also adjustcd the app3rent brightness according to the height of lhe terrain. This is a 

simple local oomputation that can be easily added to any of the basic methods prtSented here. It 
was not included here to simplify comparisons. 
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Alterna te U~hl Sou rce Adjustme nt Method 

Brassel used a piecewise lincnT adjustment in azimuth. A similar effect can be achieved using 
:l smoothly varying funclion like 

That is, 

. _ (Poq-q~){P~p+ qoq) 
SIO SIP - fJ (/- + )(P +l) . 

o 0 

Adjusting the azimuth of the source by Sf/' leads to a new position specified by. 

(82) 

(83) 

Adjustment is complete for small angles when {J = 1. The use oftrigonomclric functions is avoided 
in the ahove calculation, since both the sine and the cosine of 6<p can !Jc comrllied without them. 

Next we turn to the adjustment in the elevation of tlle source. To avoid the peculiar 
phenomena or the lowering orthe source even for surface elements turned (/\\{J)I rr-om it. we adjust 
the elevation according to Ihe projection of the surface nonnal on a pl<me containing the source. 
When (PsP+ qfl» (pi +cfs), 

(85) 

In this region then the renectance map becomes, 

..;r:-1 C"+--;(-p ,-p""'+-q-,""'q)"'-;;/(p-;r+:-;;.",) 
R(p,q) = I':Z ' 

y l+p +'1 
(86) 

otherwise it is calcu lated as before. that is. the cosine of the incident angle is 

1 +Pnp+qn q 
R(p, q) = . 

-/l+p'l +tI..; l + p~+ q~ 
(81) 

The adv:tntage of the above method of adjusunent is that simple calculations in terms of the 
components of the gradient replace trigonometric eqUations in terms of azimuth and zenith angles. 

Wiechcl's Projected Incident Angle 

The first seriOliS analysis of an approach based on the sh<lding seen on the surfacc of an 
obliq uely illumi nated motte object is that of Wiechel [81. He started by assuming a perfectly 
diffusing surface and proposed connecting points of equal apparent brighmcs> by isophotcs. He 
correctly determined the bri&lHncss of a perfect diffuser as already mentioned. In order to make 
calcu lations less unwieldy he olso suggested three approximations, the second of these being the 
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oomou r-Icrrace model already discussed. Hisjirs/ method invoh'cd approx imating lhe cosine of 
the incident :lngle. i, by the cosine of /, the prujcction of this angle on to a venical plnne lying 
pnrn llel to the mys (see Fig.IS), By applying the ;malogue fonnubs to the lower spherical tr;::angle 
(sec Fig.16) we get, 

sin i' cos i = COS t' sin Icos X. (88) 

Applying the analogue form ulas neXl to the whole tri:mgle we get 

sin I cos X = cos 0 sin 8
0 

- sin 0 rosOo cos (IP - 'Po}' (89) 

111c second equation 3110w5 tiS 10 eliminate X from the first :md obtain an ex pression for tan i'. 
Using the identity 

" I 
COSt = -/1 +ton2i" 

(90) 

we finally find, 

(91) 

where, using the cosine formu la as before. 

(92) 

Alternatively one can project the vector n= ( - p. - q, l) onto the plane with nQlmal 

s = (qu' - Po, 0). llle resu lt will equal, 

n' = n - (n • s) ;. (93) 

where s is the m<lgnitude oflhe vector s. This projected vector will be perpendicular to lhe line in 
which a ven kal plane including the light sou rce Cll ts the surrace: 

n' = ~I-po(j.lop+qoq), - qo(Pop+ qoq) ,p~+ 10 J. 
Po qo 

(94) 

Taking the dOL-product or the projected vector and the vector pointi ng at the sourc.:, then dividing 
by their m:lgn ilud.:s we lind, 

R(p, q) = 
..; l + p!+~"; 1 + (PJ' + qoq)2/(p!+ q~)' 

(95) 

This matches the CJ; pression ror perrectly diffusc renection ror values or (p, q) <l long the line rrom 
the origin to the source point (Po' qo )' When the source is in the standard position the equation 
becomes 

R(p, q) = 
I + (p- q)/-I'1 

(96) 
-1'1 -/1 + (P - q)'12 
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Figure ]5: Projection of the surface normal on a vcnical plane containing the assumed 
light-source. The projccted normal is perpen dicu lar to the line in which the plane cutS 
the terrain surface. 
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Figu re 16: Spherical tr i::l1lg1es used to calculate lhe projected incident angle. t, tlnd the projected 
surface inclination, 0', l ne direction towa rds the viewer is V, the direction \0 the 
source is S, while the surface normal is N. 
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While these equ3tions are morc compliC<ltcd than the original equations for the cosine of the 
inc!do.!nl tmgle. i, it must be pointed oul tlllll the angle ( can be estim:llCd graphically by measuring 
the contour interval in n direction parallel to the inciden t light rnys. The S<lrnc is true of Wiechel's 

set::ond approximation introduced c.1.riier. This greatly simplifies the m::mU31 construction of 
shaded nl3pS from contour mnps. and makes it possible to use a simple onc'dimensiOll31 scale for 
brightness instead of Wicchcrs morc elaborate "Hcl1igkeilsmaasssmb", This propcny manifests 
itself in the renecUlncc map by the appearance of parallel straight linc contours. It is also 
interesting to nOle that Wiechcrs "approximations" produces l\.'SUllS that seem better Ih:ln those 
obtnined using the equation for the' perfect diffuser. UnfOrlun:llely. experimentation at his time 
was limited because of the lac!; of appropriate tl'Chnology for systematically genemting continuous 
tone pD11I:rns. Apparently no maps made by this method were ever published Ill. 

Wiechel's Motlilied Brightness 

Finally. Wiechel postulated a material that would nOI oppear equally bright from all viewing 
directions. but insteud had brightness vArying as the cosine of the emil(ance angle. This was used 
in part to discuss tile relationship between the contour' terrace model and the original su rface, but 
also put forward as a third. "modified brightness" model that might be used in calculating gray 
tone. In this case brightness varies in proportion to (cos / cos e). We can normalize his resu lt here 
by dividing by tile maximum of this product cos2:(gl2), where g is the so-called phase angle. here 
equal to 8

0 
(1llt term phase angle stems from work on lunar photometry. where this angle equals 

the phase of the moon). Then, 

R(P )=2 cosicose 
,q l+cosg (91) 

or, 

R(p. q) _ 2 (l + PoP+ qoq) (98) 
, - (l + J l+P'+i)(l +/+q') 

y " 
Incidentally, this function does not satisfy Helmholtz's reciprocity law [124], and therefore cannot 
correspond [0 the rc nectance of any real surface illuminated by a point sou rce. 

MnT!>i k's Aulom:llic I~e li e r Shading 

Bl:tchut and Marsit further modified Wiechel's approximotion, panly us a result of their 
diss.1tisroction with the fact that a horizontal surface does nol :lppcar white when a perfectly 
diITusing material is assumed (581.(591. This may have stemmed in pan rrom early conventions in 
map-making where horizontal surfnccs were portrayed without hachures 141- (6). Marsik also 
aimed for simpler calculations and considered the slope in the dircttion towards the source. For 
some reason, he proposed making the deliS/I}, of the printed result equal to the tnngenl of the 
projected slope angle 8' (see Fig. 15). Density is tile logarithm (base 10) or the Tt:dprocaJ or the 
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renectance. Applying the analogue ru le to the upper spherical triangle (see Fig. 16) one can show th., 

Thus, 

""d, 

0 = cos O sin 0' - sin 0 cos 0' cos (q> - 'Po)' 

tan 0' = Inn 0 cos(q> - IPo)' 

R'(O.cp) = IOtan 8 cos{ql - Wo ) . 

(99) 

(100) 

(101) 

Using the expres.'iion for the projected nannal n' developed in the last section, or, remembering the 
expression for the slope in the direction (Po' qo)' one cnn also show. 

(102) 

When (PoP + qoq) > 0, R(p, q) > 1 and so all surfilces facing town rds !.he light source are white. No 
informution is available to the viewer regard ing surface shape in these areas. If the nssumcd light 

source is in the standard position we get the simple form ula. 

R(P. q) = 10 (P-q)/,f2. (lOJ) 

Marsik also limited the density to a maximum of 0.7 to avoid interference with planimetric 
infomlation on the map. 

Lonllllc\'S{'cligcr Law 

Many surfaces have renectance properties that differ greatly from Ihose of an ideal diffuser. 
TIle photometry of rocky planets and satellites has intrigued astronomers for many years 
1121)- {lJO). Several models have been proposed to explain the observed behavior. One of the 
earliest, developed by Lomml.'l (1 191 and modified by Seeliger (120). is based on an analysis of 
primary scattering in a porous su rface 1126).[l28). Their model consists of a random distribution of 
si milar panicles suspended in a transparent medium and results in a reflectance fu nction that is 
given here in ils simplest form. 

1 + (cos elcctS /) 
(104) 

unless cos i < O. when the su rface is self sha<.lowed. Here I is the incidenl angle. and e is the 
emi ttance angle. the angle between the local surface normal and the direction to the viewer. here 
equal to O. The expression eq uals 1/(1 + cos g) when 1=0. where g is the phase nngle. here equal 
to 0

0
, Using this value for normalization and remembering the ex pression for cos i one finds. 

. _ I + cos 0
0 

R(8·cp) - 1+COS OI(COS OCOSOo+ si oO sio Oo cos(cp cpo» (105) 

or 



R(pq) = 
1 + -./l +p!+/l!/ (l + pop+ Qoq) · 

unlcsc; (l + PoP+qoq) < 0, when R(p, q)=O: When the source is in the standard position. 

R'- ) - (1+ I /n)jl + (P - wn;f1) 
"'. q - (1+ ,!2l+ (p q)1 . 

105 

(106) 

(107) 

The Lommel-Seeliger law has been used in automated relief shading by Batson, Edwards and 
Eliason (701. 

Based on detailed measu rements and modeling. Fescnkov [1 23),1127) and later Hapke 
(1 28J - [130) further improved the equOltions for the reneclancc of the material i'1 the morIa of the 
moon. Hapke imagined the surface as an open porous network into which light can penetrate 
freely from tiny direction. His result has three components: the Lomm el-Sccligcr formu la for 
reflection from II surface layer conl;l!ning many scattering points of low refl ectance, Schonberg's 
formula [1 221 for refl ection from a Lambertiun sphere and a complicated factor resulting from 
mutunl obscuration of the panicles. The results of such in vestig.(l tions are often exp ressed in terms 
of angles other thnn the ones introduced so far. Th e Lom mel-Seelig.er low, for example, can be 
expressed in a way wh ich simplifies the problem of calculating the shape of the lunar surface from 
shading in a single image [lJ7j.[13SJ,(l51). The angles needcd. luminance longitude and 
luminance lati tude, are defined in Appe~dix D. 

Minnacrt's Uencclancc Funclion 

Minnaert discusses a large variety of models for the rencelion of light from rough surfaces 
1126). He also proposed a class of si mple functions of the form , 

cos" i cos" -t e (108) 

intended to lit observations of the radi:mce of lunar material whilc obeying lhc reciprocity law 
11 24). Hcre I( is a pamm eter to be choscn so that thc best fit with cx perimcn tal data is obtained. 
Th is parnmctcr is mcanl lO lic between zero and one, with the above cx pression becoming equal to 

that for thc perfect diffuser when 1( = 1. Wc can normalize this cx pression so it eq uals one when 
1=0, 

Pa rlkul:l rly Simple Uencct:JIIce Mnps 

j 1+/+'" 
..; l+p!+lIo' 

(109) 

(110) 

Several methods discussed here have re necl.1nce dcpending orily on the slope in the direction 
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away from the assumed light source, leading to parallel strnight tine contours in the renectance 
map. '!ncsc include Wicchcl's first and second "approximation", Tan:Jka's relief contour method, 

the "law" of Lommel and Sceiiger, Minnaert's formula when K = lh. as well as Marsik's automatic 

relief shad ing.. These methods arc quite effective in producing overlays that are easy to interpret 
One can construct more such renectance maps, including some that are even easier to calculate. 

One possibility, for example, is, 

R(p, q) = ![l + p': °1 (111) 

where, p' - PoP + qQq 

- ";p! +Q! (112) 

is the slope in the di rection away from the source. Values less than or equal to zero correspond to 

black, while values greater than or cquallO one correspond to white. The parameters a and b allow 

one to chose the gray value for horizontal surfaces and the rapidity with which the gray values 

changes with surface inclination. The simple program shown earlier (see Fig. 5) uses this fo rm 

with 0= 0, b= lIn and Po = 1/-11, qo = -1/-/1 . 
A simple alternative, where all possible slopes afe mapped into the range from zero to one is, 

(113) 

Th js hns the advantage LIlat the renectance docs not S<lturate for any fi nite slope and all changes of 

inclination in the venical plane including the source translate into chnnges in gmy \eve!. 

Another way to achieve tilis eITeet is the following, somewhat reminiscent of Lehmann's 
approach, 

1 1 -1 '11 p' +a R(p q) -- +-ta" [ - [ , - 2 1f 2 b . (114) 

These three fommlas are given in a form whcre the rate at wh ich the gray value changes with 

surface inclination is the same at (P' + 0) = O. 

Glassiness - The First orr-SpeCUI:lf Angle 

Not all surfaces are matte. Scme aTe perfectly specular or mirror-like. Since smooth, 

specularly rcnecting surfaces fonn virtual images of the objects around them, patches of high 

brightness will nppcar when such a surface is illuminated by an extended source, like a fl uorescent 

light fi xture, or by light streaming in ti lfough a window. The size of tile patches depends on the 

solid angle subtended by tile source as wel l as the surface curvature, while the brigh tness 

distribution is that of the source. 

To study rencction of an extended source in a specular surface, it is useful to introduce the 

"oIT-specular" angle s between the direction S to the center of the source and the direction S, of 

the point that is specularly renected to the viewer (see Fig. 17). This, incidentally, is also the angle 

between the direction to the viewer V and the direction V ' in which the mys from the center of the 
source are speeu larly reflected. 
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Figure 17: Spherical triangles lIsed to .ca!culate the first off-specular angle. s, It is the angle 
between S, the center afthe sou'rce. and S, the direction from which light is specularly 

reflected towards the viewer. Equivalently. it is the :mgle between V, the direction of 

the viewer, and V, the direction in which light from the center of the source is 

specularly reflected. 

We assume a circul<1rly symmetr ic source, with brightness L(s) at eccentricity s. This is the 

brightness the viewer ohscf\les in the specularly reflecting surface. Calculating the first 
ofT-specular angle s is simple using lhe appropriate spherical triangles: 

coss = cos2i cosg - sin 2i si n g cos X . 

cos e = cosi cosg - sin ising cos X . 

(115) 
(U6) 

Here, i is the incident angle, between the local normal and the direction to the source, e= 0, is the 

emittance angle, between local nonna! and the direction to the viewer, while g= 0
0 

is the phase 

angle, between source and viewer. Eliminating X from lhe tWO equations and expanding the sine 

and cosine of2,., one gets, 

COSS = 2 cos i cose - cosg, 

Substituting expressions in p and q for cos i, cos e and cos g one can rewrite this as, 

CQSS= 2(1+pop+ qQq)J(1+l+t/) - 1 

,j l+p~+f1a 

(117) 

(118) 
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lbis f(:SUJt enn also be oblOined simply by finding the direction S from which a my must come to 
be specularly reflected to the viewer V, by a surface element with normal N. 

s = 2(V' N)N - V (119) 

where V= (O, Q, I). The olf-specular angle is the angle between S and the center ofthc sou rce S 

so 

(120) 

Note that the cosine of the first off-specular angle can be calculated easily, without using 

trigonometric functions. The contours of constant cos s turn out (0 be nested circles in gradient 

space, with centers lying on the line from the migin to the point (Po' qo)' This enn be seen by 

noting that the locus of the point S', fo r constant s. is a circle about the point S nnd that circles on 
the Gaussian sphere give rise to circles in gmdienl space when projected stercographically (138). 

The cosine of the off-specular angle s equals one when conditions are right ro r specu lar 

reflection, that is, when e=i and g=i+e. This can be seen by selling e= i=gl2 in the 
trigonometric ex pression ror cos s. 

Bui· T uong's Formula· Specular Surr:l{'e, E:.:lendcd Sou rce 

Havi ng seen how lO calculate the off' specular angle s. we can now make a reflectance map, by 

assigni ng the distribution or source brightness L(s). "rllis runction should be nonnegative 

monotonically decreasing with s. and equal to one when s=O. For ease o r calculation one choice 
might be 

(121) 

where II is a number that defines how compact the bright patch is (a userul value might be around 

20). So rar, we have developed the reflectance map ror a specular surface and a circularly 

symmetric source. Many surraces, such as glazed pottery or smooth plastic, have both glossy and 

d iffuse components reflection. Specular reflection takes place at the smooth interrace between two 

materials of different rerractive index, while the matte component resul ts rrom scattering or light 

that penetrates some distance into the surface layer. 

We can combine these two componcnts as rollows 

R(p, q) = [(I - a) + aLi')] ~:2) (122) 

where (t detennines how much of the.incident light is reflected specularly. The expression is 

scaled so that its max imum is (approximately) equal 10 one. Here we have assumed the source, 

while distributed, is compact enough so that the diffuse reflection component can be 

approx imated as cos i. The above expression obeys the reciprocity lawaI' Helmholtz (124] which 

applies to real surfaces illuminated by a point source. Bui-Tuong used a refl ectance runction 
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similar to the one derived alx>ve in his computer graphics work: [113]. He appnrently tried to 
model renettion from a surface that is not perfectly smooth. This requires a d(jJerenl off-specular 
angle however, us will be seen in the next section. 

Luster· The Scroml Orr·Specular Angle 

Refuigen,y, gloss or shine can also nppe3r when a point source is reflected in a surface th<\1 is 
not perfectly smooth. When a slightly uneven surface, of a material that gives rise to metallic or 
dielectric reflection, is illuminated by a point source, bright pnlchcs will be seen surrounding 
points where the local tangent plane is oriented corrcnty for specular renection. '111C size of these 
patches will depend on the TOughness of the su rface and the surface curvature, wh ile the 
distribution of brightness wi ll depend to some extent on the texture of the microstructure of !.he 
surface. 

In this case we will need to cn1culnte the second ofT-specular ~lDgle s' between the locol nonnal 
N and the n01mal N oriented for specuhll- renec\ion of r:.t}'S from the source S towards the viewer 
V (sec Fig. 18). By considering the ppprop riutc sphcricul tr iangles one finds, 

N 
\ 

X 

5 

\ 

cos $' = cos i cos (gl2 ) - sin i sin (gl2) cos X ' 
cose = cos i cosg - sin i si n g cos X . 

e 
V 

\ S' 
\ 

\ 9/2 
\ 

N' 

912 

(123) 

(124) 

Figu re 18: Spherical triangles used to calculate the second ofT-specu lar angle. s', It is the angle 
between !.he actual surface nonnal, N, and a surface nonnul, N, oriented to specularly 
reflect rays from the source towards the viewer. 
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Elim inaling X from the two equations and expanding the sine and cosine of tile phase. angle g, one 
fin ds, 

cosi+ case coss' -- 2cos(gl2) 

, cosi+cose 
ross = -12 J 1 + casg' 

(125) 

(126) 

This result can also be obtained by finding the vector N. nonnal to a surface clement oriented 

to specularly reflect a ray from the source in the direction orthe viewer V. That is, 

(127) 

The off-specular angle is the angle between the actual su rface normal N, and the vector IV 

, . (SoN)+(V o N) 
'"" = N° N = -f2 n + (S ° II)' (128) 

The surface microstructure of an uneven surface cun be modeled by many randomly disposed 

mirror-like facets, too small to be optically resolved, each turned 3 lillie from the average local 

surface orientation. One can define a distri bution p(s') describing what [ranion of these 

microscopic facets arc turned away from the average local normal by an angle s' . For case o f 

calculation one choice might be, 

p(s') = cosll s' . (129) 

Blinn's Formula· Rough Surfllcc, roint Source 

One can use the f<lct that a normal N oriented for specular reflection of the point source 
towards the viewer, lies in the direction ( - PI ' - q I ' I), where 

(no) 

We can also lind N by nornllllizing the vector (S+ V), so thilt its third component equals 1: 

p - Po ilnd qo (131) 
t - 1 + ,; I+p!+~ ql = 1 + ,; l+p~+~ ' 

A slJrfncc with gradient (PI' qt) is oriellled just right.tospecul<lrly reflect a r:J)' from the source to 

the viewer. 111is can be seen by noting that when P=P1 and q= q\, then 

and, 

In any case, 

1 
cosi = cose = / ~ 

y I + pf+q\ 
2 

(132) 

(133) 
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cos s' = 
,; 1+/+;; ,; 1+P~+Ql· 

(134) 

Note that s' will tend to be (rough ly) half of s when both angles are small. Combining matte 

components of surface reflection with those from the rough outer surface we get. 

R(P. q) = 1(1-0) + al'{i») ~:2)" (135) 

The above reflectance map also obeys Helmholtz's reciprocity law nnd is nomlalized so that its 

max imum is (3pproximately) equal to one. Blinn and Newell give a sim ilar renectance function. 
claiming it was what Bui-Tuong had proposed [1 14]. The two an: not the S<1mc however since the 
two o IT-specular rmgles are different: in fact., the contours of constant s' urc nested ellipses in 
gmdicnt sp:lce, while, as mentioned earlier, the contours of constant s aTC nested ci rcles. Indeed, 

BlIi-Tuong's model corresponds to reflection of an ex tended, rotation!!lly symmetric source in a 
specular su rface. whi le the model presented in this section applies to reflection ofa point source in 

a rough surface. 

Blinn :lIlti Newell's !\'1odci ror Specu l:lr Su rraces 

One of the methods discribed by Blinn and Newell [114] assumcs a perfectly specular surface 

in which the world surrounding the object is_ reflected. To make computations feasible, they 

imagine the surrounding objects at a distance great enough so that each part of the su rround 

appears to lie in essent ially the same d irection from eyery point of lhc surface of the object. In lhis 

c:ase one C:lll imagine the brightness distribution of the surrounding objects projccted onto the 

inside of a large sphere. TIle gray yalue used for a particular surf:lcc patch then is found by 

compu ting the direction S from which a my must come to be specu lar]y n:nccled to the viewer V, 
by a Ilatch with surface nonnal N. We have already seen that, 

S=2(V-N)N- V. (136) 

The npproprintc gray value is then detennined from the spherical dist ribu tion o f brightness. Ln 

pructice the sphere is mapped onto a plane by calculating the zeni th angle, 8
0 

and uzim uth, qlo of 

S 11 14]_ 111e brightness distribution can be equally well specified in gradient spncc [138], since it is 

:lIsa [\ projection of thc Grmssi:lrl sphere. 
-Su rl;lce models incorpor:lti ng random ly dispersed mirror·like t:lcets were nt'St studied in the 

17oo·s. This type of microstructure has been investigated extensiyely si nce then. despite the 

difficulties of rensoning about the threc~dimension<ll n:1ture or reflection rrom such su rfaces. 

Recently. TorT:lnee and Sparrow further elaborated on these model~ [134].[135] in order to match 

more closely experimental data showing maximum brightness for angles of reflection larger than 

the incident angle. Th>!y included in their con:iidcT:ltions the effects of obstruction (If the incident 

and emergent mys by faccts nen r the one reflecting the ray. Blinn simplified and explained their 

calculations [1l 5J and used them in producing shaded images o f computer models of various 
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objccts. The overall result can be broken into a product of three terms, one dependent on the 
distribution of facet orientations, the second being the formu la fo r Fresnel rcneclion from a flat 
dielectric surface. wh ile the third is the geometric 3ttenllation factor accou nting for partial 
occlusion of one facet by another. We will not discuss these models in any more detail here. 

Models for glossy or lustrous reflection have been used with great success in computer 
graphics LO increase the impression of realism the viewer has when confronted with a synthetic 
picture of objects represented in the computer. Unfonunately, these methods do not seem to 
improve the presentation of surface shape for cartographic pu rposes. 

Colored Shading 

It is often said thn! quantitative infolmation about the surf::lce cannot be obtained from relief 

sh<lding [1 J. Contour lines on the other hand do allow mensurements of elevation and estimation 

of the gradient. Shading docs provide some informAtion about the grAdient too, but cannot be 

lIsed LO determ inc both of its components loc::llly, since on ly one ml!asurcll1cnt is available at each 

point. Since we can perceive the shape of objects portrayed by shaded pictures, it seems that these 

loc::lI constraints do lead to a global appreciation of shape, apparently b::lscd on our assumption that 

the surface is cominllotls and smooth. 

If two shaded im::lges, produced with the rlssumcd light source in different positions, were 
available however, two meaSliremeniS could be made at each point allowing one to determine the 

gr<1d ient locally [141). It is inconvenien t to work with two shaded merlays; fort unatdy though. 

they can be combined by printing them in different colors. In fact, yet another overlay can be 
added in a th ird color, but it adds no new infonnation, since the two components of the gradient 

are alre<1dy fully determined by the first two. 

Colored shading corresponds to illumination by multiple sources, eilch o f a different color. 

The exact color at each point in the printcd result is uniquely related to the gradient at 111<lt point. 

111US quantitativc inlormation is uvailnbll: in this ncw kind or m;}p overby. Further, ambiguities 

present in block and white presentations disappear. By positioning the light sources properly. one 
can avoid problems occasioned by the accidental ulignment of ridge o r stream lines with the 

direction of incident light Thus the need for ad hoc adjustments o f the ozlmuUI of the assumed 
light source is removed. 

Coiorcd shading is t:<lsy to interpret in terms of surface shape and effective in ponf.lying 

surfnce fonn. It is unlikely however that it will be widely used becausc of the added expense of 

printing and connict with existing uses of color in cartography to distinguish various kinds of 

pbnimelrie infonnation. Amongst other things, color is now used to code height and surface 

cover. Further, yellow is used in ordinary shading for sun-f:Jcing slopes, while violet is used for 

shaded regions [152]. This is thought to simulate the increased sky illumination component in 
areas turned away from the sun. 

S ummary and Conclusions 

After a brief review of the history of hill·shading an efficient method for providing shaded 

overlays was described. It depends on a lookup table containing sampled values of the rcnectanee 
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map. T mdilional, manual methods were explored in terms of their equivalent reflectance maps, as 

were phenomenonlogical models used in the computer graphics community, M ethods that have 

been proposed for mechaniling lh e generat io n of relie f shading were also treated. The automated 

method described here is very tlcxible. since it can usc any reflectance map. 

Nine of the reflectance maps described were plotted as contou r diagrams (see Fig. 19 and 

Fig.21). The first one (A) is independent of the direction of the gradient, depending only on the 
slope. 1111S gives rise to a TOt3t.ionally symmelTic diagram. Three other diagrams (F, H. and I) 

show pam11c! Slraighl lines. These correspond to rc fl cC13 nce maps which depend only on lhe slope 

in the direction away from the source. Rc fl crta nce maps for perfectly diffusing (C) and glossy (D) 
surfaces are included too, Tanak3's two methods (B and 1-1), Peucker's approx imation (G), 
Brasscl's source adjustment (E), Marsi k's method (F), 3nd one of the p3rticularly si mple methods 
(I) complete the sel. 

Sh:.dcd images of five m:lthematically defined su rfaces, cone, circular wall with triangular 
cross section. sphere, torus and 'volcano shape', were then created using tht'Se rencct:lnce maps 
(see Fig, 19), Seve1".l1 of the sub fi gures give one 1I good npprccinlion for Ihe shape of the objects, 
Assumption of a perfectly di lfusi ng surface (C) and Peucker's :lpproximation (G) lead to good 
results, while the image corr~ponding to a glossy surfaCl'S (D) is perhaps th~ most vivid, 

Infomlation from digilal terr:tin models of Lake Lou ise, Gulf IslandS, Dent de Morcles and 
Les Diablercts, is presented in Fig, 20. HistogTllrns of terrain elevat ion (A) are followed by 
scattergraills of surface gmdient (ll), Elevation is shown as brightness in :mother series of 
subligures (C), Con tours arc shown at two densi ties (0 and E). Finally, the surfaces are shown 
with brightness decreasing with slope (F). 

The nine reflectance maps were then used to make sh:lded images of the fou r regions (see 
Fig. 21). Some rcfk-ctance mars appc:ar Illllch better than others in comeying an immediate 
impression of surface shape. Thc rota tionally sym metric n:ncctam.:c m:lp (A) corresponding to 
overhc:ld illumination of the lerruin, is nOl very good, for c~ample . Perfectly dilTuse rcneclance 
(C) is not optimal either. In fact, an :lp'proxim ation 10 the formula for a 1 ... 1mbcrtian rcnector (G) 
seems to produce better results. Glossy renectance components (D), while very uS\!ful in the 
portrayal of regu lar objects, result in tones that are too dark to be useful in a map overlay. We may 
also n04. be used to seeing a geographical surface presented in this form. 

Marsik's method (F), in which half of the surfatt is a reatureh..-ss white, is clearly not \'ery 
elTective. Several of the other methods require carefu l scnltin), before conclusions abou t their 
adequacy can be made. Amongst U1C best arc Wicche]'s modificd brightness method and the 
modification of Brassel's method presented here, The methods d('pcnding on the slopc in the 
direction away from the light source appear to be quite adequate (H and I). These arc to be 
rt:commended unless Ulere are good reasons to prefer one of the other mcthods, 

Shaded im:lges were created from several other digiwi terrain models (sce Fig. 22) using one 
of these si mple methods (I). The terrain models differ widely ill their quality, resolution lind 

origin, They do show the Ulility of the methods described here in presenting the information in a 
digital termin model to a humlln observer, 

Shading is an important deptl; cue, 111 e choice of renectance map shoilid not be based on 
some ad hoc model of surface behavior. experimental measurement or reOcelano.! o f some 

milterial. or fomlUlas that happen to be easy to calculate. Instead, one shou ld use a refl ectance 
map that gives rise [Q an immediate. occurate perception ofsu[f<lct shape, 
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Figure 19: Five geometric figures displayed using nine rCnCcUlncc maps. Shown in the leftmost 

column urc contour diagrams of the renC(tance maps. The remaining five colum ns 
show the method applied to a cone, a circular wall wi th triangular cross seclion, a 
sphere, a torus and a 'volcanoe' shape. The reneclance maps are: (A) Lehmann's 

method, (8) Tanuka's first method. (C) Lambertian. (0) Glossy. (E) Brassel's 
method. (F) Marsil(s method, (0) Pcud::er's upproximation. (H) Tanaka's second 
method, (I) and a panicu larly simple method. 



Figure 20: l ilfonnation about four digital terrain moods. The top row shows histograms of 

elevation, the second row a scattagram of surfOlce gmdi!!llt. In the third row elevation 
is coded as brightness, while the next two rows present contour maps. The last row 
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Figure 21: Shaded images of the four digital terrain models. TIle subfigures were made lIsing the 

same reflectance maps as those used in Figure 19. The ninc reflectance maps are again 

shown in the 'leftmost column. Small crosses mark points in gradient space where 

slope-components are integer multiplies of one. Where 3pproriate. a smoll square 

marks the gmtlicnt of a su rface element that is perpendicular to the rays from the 
assumed light-source. 
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It is important to arrange for the range of gray tones in !.he shaded overlays 10 be limited so as 
to avoid obscuring planimetric detail [153]. This is an area that hns not recl!ived mucn attention so 
far. Another important issue relates to the appropriate scale for ShDdcd overlays. Shaded overlays 
arc useful for large sc:lIe maps. For small scale maps it is necessary to generalize the surface to 
avoid the appe:mmce of com plex tex tures that may be dimcult to interpret 
[1] .(48),[73],174].11541,1 155]. This non linear process of removing sm::l ll hills. ridges and valleys has 
nOt yet been s:ltisfactori ly automated. 

Figure 22 : Shaded images of len digital terrain models. A panicularly simple refl ectance map was 
used. (A) Lake Louise. Albcn.1, Canada (9) Gulf Islands, British Columbia. Canada 
(C) Les Diablercts, Switzerland (D) Dent de MorcJes. Switzerland (1:) Mexico aty. 
Mexico (F) Jewell Ridge. Virgi nia (G) White Tail Butte. Wyoming (H) Tehachapi 
Mountains. California (I) Mount Index. Washington and (J) Mauritius. Indian Ocean. 
The lines in lhe sublisurcs correspond to a length of 10 km on the surface. 
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An as yet unexplored possibili ty depends all finely s.1mpled terrJtn elevations. 11lis is the 
ability of shad ins to show fine detai l. Contour maps have to be carefu lly gcncmlizcd or smoothed 
to avoid sh0wing confusing detail on a SC<l\e smaller than the contour interval. This is not the case 
with sh:lding. although historically Ihe manua lly produced rnnps have rllwrlYs shown only quite 

coarse rC;!lure.<;. We do neil yel know whether the tC~llIrcs produced by Ihe shading method when 

working from really fine terrain models will be confusing. or of great value in identifying different 
typ\."'S o f terrain . 
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Appendix A: ROlilled Gmdienis 

It has been cartogmphic pmctice to assume a light sou rce in the north-west al a 45" elevation 
above the horizon. It is hell>ful in this case to introduce a roUlled coordinate systcm (sec Fig. 23) 
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q 

q'= (p + q )/\ 2 

p 

p'= fP - QJ/ v 2 

Figure 23: Rotated coordinate system lhm Ill<l)' be conven ient when the assumed light-source is in 

th e nonh- west llh': rencctance m<lp is S}mmclrica! abuut Ule p' -axis. 

with 

(137) 

If ~x = Ay= A say, then the slopes in the north-west to south-cast and in the sou lh-west to 

north-cast direction, can be cstim:ltcd particu larly easily by combining the fannulas for Pw and q.,., 

P~ 
_ (z"'o + z+ _ + zgJ - (z_o + z_+ + zo+) 
- 411a (138) 

(139) 

If onc wishes to estimate the slopes for the center of the top-right quadrnnt (in the unrolated 

coordinate system) mther than the central point one may combine the expressions for Plh and 

q1h. to get the simple ronnulas, 

(\40) 

One advantage of the rotated coordinate system stems from the fact that mode.ls of surface 
rclleetn.nee considered here are symmetric with respect to a line poin ti ng LOwards the source. That 

is, a surface element with slopes p' =P~ and q' =q~ say, has the same appnrcnt brigh tness as one 
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with slopes p' =P~ and q'::; - q~. Thus a lookup table based on the rotated coordinate system can 

be smaller. since only that halfofthc table corresponding to q' ) 0 need be stored. 
So far we have assumed that the grid of the terrain model is aligned with the geographical 

coordinates. 'f instead the whole model is rotated anti·clockwise by an angle 8 , then slopes p" and 

q" can first be estimated from the model as described and then tnmsforrned as follows: 

p = p"cosO -q"sinO and q = p"sin8+q"cos() . (141) 

Alternatively, the model can be rcsampled to produce a n~w version on a grid aligned with the 

axes. 

Appe ndix B: Shad ing !\ Ilparcnt in mock Diagrams 

We can analyze the shading apparent in block diagrams by calculating the spacing between 

lines as a function of the surfilce orientation. Let a local surface normal be n= ( - p. - q, 1). A 

series of parallel planes, with common normal s. cuts the terrain surface. The intersections of these 

planes with the surface are viewed from a direction specified by the vector v. It is assumed that the 

viewer is nt a great distance so that the profiles nre prujected orthogmphically along lines parnllei 

to v (sec Fig. 24). 

The line of intersection of one of the cUlting planes with the local 13ngcnt plane will be 
parallel to the vector n X s, since the line lies in both planes and is therefore perpendicular to the 

normals, nand s. Now construct a plane through the line of intersection and the \·iewer. This 

plane, called the viewing plane. contains both n X s nnd v. The normal e. oflhe viewing plane mllst 

tllercforc be pcrpcndicul<lr to both and can be defined as, 

c = (n X s) X v (142) 

or, e:::: (n 0 v)s - (soY)n. (143) 

If we let p=(x.),. z), then the equation for the local tangent plnnecnn be written. 

(144) 

for S0111C value oflhe constant cn . Similarly. the equation of a partictltar cutting plane is, 

s op =cs · (145) 

Different values of Cs correspond to different cutting planes. The plane corresponding to the 

value Cs +dcs is separmed from the plane corresponding!O !.he value "s by a diS13nce dcs Is, 

where sis the magnitude of the vector s. The equation for the viewing plane is just. 

(146) 
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~§m@~~~/~/m~~~- -LlNE OF 
\ / INTERSECTION 

Figure 24: The viewing plane contains lIle viewer and the line of intersection of the slicing plane 
with the terrain surface. Line sptlcing in the block-diagram equals the spacing between 

successive viewing planes. The dotted line is parallciLO the vector v. 

Successive cutting plnnes will intersect the tangent plane in parallel lines. These give rise to 

paraliel viewing planl-os corresponding to diITcrcnt values or tile constant ce . The spacing of these 

viewing planes is of interest, since it equals the spacing of the lines in the orthographic projection. 

The plane corresponding to the value ce + dee is separated from the plane corresponding to the 

value ce by Il distance of dee Ie. where e is the magnitude of the vector e. In order to relate the 

spncing o f lines in the block diagmm to the spncing of the cuning planes we need to find me 

relationship between dCe and des. 

A point p on the line of intersection lies in all three planes and therefore simultaneously 

satisfies the three equations given above for these planes. Expanding the last one of these, 

e· P= ce , we obtain. 

(n • v) (s • p) - (s • \') (n • p) = ce (147) 

or, (148) 
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Here, en is fixed :md so the relationship between changes in ce and Cs is simply 

dee = (n' ~)dcs' (149) 

If the interval between clitting planes is 0 and the lI111p scale is k, then dcsls= kfJ. Consequently 

the spacing between lines in the block diagram, dee / e is. 

d =ko(n' \') ~. (150) 

where c is the m:J&Il itude of lhe vector e =: (n • I') s - (s • v) n. Finally, we remember that 

R(p. q) =: 'w - ('w 

where b is the thickness orthe lines. Thus, 

b 
- 'b)'d 

b , 1 
R(p, q) = ' 11/ - ko('w - 'b) S ii"'7V ' 

(151) 

(152) 

The view vector is tangent to the surface when n' \' = 0. When this dot product becomes negative, 
the surface is turned QlI'(IY from !he viewer and should not be visible. Also note Ulal d= k8, when 
s· '1'=0. One should therefore choose s :md v so 1hol1hl.:Y arc not onhogol1.:1l.lo avoid getting only 
evenly spaced purallcl lint$ 

In Ihe case ofpcrspcctive projcction, line density will increase with distance. and the resu lting 
reflectance will be lowered becuusc of a change in the effective scale fnctor k. If the projected 
profi lt."S arc plolled on a raster device. one-has to also take into accou nt the f:lct that the number of 
dots per unit line length is not constant. The dot density varies as max [I cos 0 I , I sin U I J. wher!! 
6 is the angle betwecn the line and the direction of the mSlCT. This variation should be included if 
an accurate reflecl1lnce mnp is to be dcrived fo r output of this form. 

AppC'ndix C: Isomet ric Views of Vertic;11 Pronlcs. 

The transfonnation between the terrain coordinate system and that of an observer viewing the 
terrain obliquely can be found by mUltiplying a rolntion mntrix correspond ing to rotlltion by e v 

Ilbout the x-axis wi th a mmri.x corresponding to rolntion by (1I'12+ lP v) about the z-axis. where 'JI v 
is the azimuth and 8v is Ihe zenith angle or the direction specified by the veclOr v. If the 

coordinates in the observer's system nrc x', y', nnd z', one fi nds, 

x' = -sin {jlv x + cos IPv y. 

y' = - cos q>" cos 6 \I X - sin 'Py cos 0 II Y + si n 8 v z. 

t' = +cos q>y sin 6 11 x+ sin'P" sin 0Il y+ cos Ov z. 

(153) 

(154) 

(155) 

In the case of orthogmph ic projection. the values of x nnd y' are simply multiplied by Ule map 
scale k, to detcmline ooordinntes in the block diagram. 
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Th e general fa nnu l:! derived in Appt:ndix B applics to all combinations o f viewpoint and 
cutting pla ne orientat io n. It is interesting to look fit (I few special cases however. We can, for 

example, check our result for the contour imcmll in an ordinnry contour milp. Here 
n=( - p, - q, I). as always, and 5= (0, 0,1). since we are considering the intersectio n of the surface 
wi th horizont .. ! planes. Funhcr, " = (0,0. 1) since the viewer is \"cllicul1y above the su rface. 
then s= 1, n • ¥ = I , and e=(p. q. 0) The line inlerval is therefore. 

'8 
d = -I P'+/' 

Here 

(156) 

Thc same n:nCClance map is obtained as before. Slightly more complicated is lhe case of Tanaka's 

inclined contours. where s = ( - Po' - qo' I), Here. again. n • w= 1, while. 

The linc imcrval is therefore. 

e = (p- Po' q- qo' 0) 

s= '; l + p~+/fo. 

,.; l+p~+l1a 
d = k8 r;=h~~-~-~ 

,; (p po)2 + (q qo)2 ' 

A rcsultleading to the same renCCtllncc map as the one derived before, 

(157) 

(158) 

(159) 

FinOllly, consider profiles running west to cast, t11at is, s=(O,I, 0), The resu lling traces mOlY be 
viewed isom~t.rically from me soum-casl, a fai rly common arrangmcnI for a block diagram, Then 
v= (1 , - 1, I), Consequentl)" n · , = (1- p+ q) and s · v= -1. Funhcr, e =( - p, 1- p. 1) and 
hence, 

d = k.~ 
1- p+q . 

R(p, q) = I - n.iL ..; I - p+p' 
k~ I - p+q 

Similarly, for profiles runn ing south 10 north. s = (1. 0, 0), and • 

R(p, q) = I - n :8 
.,j 1+q+ q2 

1 - p+ q 

(160) 

(161) 

(162) 

Al limes two orthogonal sets of slicing planes will be used, producing n mesh on the surface. The 
refl ecta nce OltlP corresponding 10 this case can be found by adding the last two fonnulas and 

subtracting One from the resul t. 

Appendix 0: Luminan('e Longitude ;Hld Lumintlncc L.1 1iIude. 

A com'emion fo r specifying the orientation of the surface element relative 10 the dirCdion ofa 
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light source and the viewer has become established in the work on plancwry rind lunar 

photometry. lmogi nc a sphere ilIuminmc.d by a light source above the poin t S, viewed by an 

observer above the point V (sec Fig. 2,). These two points deline a great circle which is called the 

luminance equator. Poin ts on the sphere can be referenced usi ng the longitude a measured from 

the point V along lhe equator, and the latitude /1. 

N 

e 

Figure 25: Lum inance longitude a and luminance latitude f3 of a surface element are defined as 

the longi tu de and latitude of a patch on a sphere with the same orient.'ltion. Longitude 

and latitude arc measured relative to the luminance equator through the light source S 

and the viewer V. 

All possible su rfnce OriCnl:1tions can be found on the sphere, and each surface orientation can 

be identi fied with somc point N say. The luminance longitu de and lu minance latitude 

corresponding to a particulnr surface arielllatian arc the longitude and latitude of N. It is not 

difficult La shaw thal, 

Conversely, 

and. 

oose = cosp cos a: and COSi = cos {3 cos{a+g) , 

tan II; = cos e cos R, - cos i 
rose smg 

[1 + 2 /£G- (IZ+E2+d)) 

II' - 2 /£0 + E'I 

(163) 

(164) 

(165) 
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where we have used the shonhand notation. 1= cos i, E=cos e. and G=cos g. These results can 
also be expressed in tenns of the components of the gradient: 

_ PoP + qoq 
tana_ 12+:2' 

-V Po '10 

So tan 0:: is simply the slope in the direction away from the source. Now, 

2: Z"" (qo p_po q)2 
1+2IEG-(/ +E + 11-) = (I+p2+Q2)(1+pZ+q2) 

o 0 

so, 

tanp = 
J (p p+q q)' + v,2+.') . 

'V o 0 00 

(166) 

(167) 

(168) 

(169) 

The Lommel-Seeligcr law can be expressed in terms of lumin<lncc longitude and luminance 

latitude as, 

COs(a+ g) 
cos a + cos(a+ g) 

(170) 

and it is clear from this form that scene rndia!lce is independent of luminance lalltude. 
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